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Moulder
repairs
begin on
east wing

Instructors
blast Brennan
for staff firing

By John Besse

By Jack Trageser

Daily staff writer

Daily staff writer

Residents in the east wing of
Moulder Hall’s second floor will be
without power Wednesday morning
while workers re-wire an electrical
panel, housing officials said.
The repair is needed to restore
electricity to the fire -damaged
third floor.
The east wing of the third floor
burned in the early morning hours
of Oct. 19 after a couch was placed
in front of room 315 of the hall.
and was set on fire.
The University Police Department has not arrested anyone in
the arson fire, although it has
focused the investigation on four

The termination of Associate
Athletic Director Mary Zimmerman, along with other recent
changes in the SJSU Athletic
Department, has prompted two
female instructors to circulate and
seek additional support for a letter
of protest.
Athletic Director Thomas Brennan, to whom the criticism is
directed, said the letter has several
errors of fact.
"It’s disappointing when people
put things in writing without making personal contact," he said.
He did confirm Zimmerman’s
termination, citing structural reorganization as the reason. But
claiming personnel confidentiality,
he declined to confirm June 30 as
Zimmerman’s last day or offer any
further comment.
Repeated attempts to reach Zimmerman at her office were unsuccessful.
The three -page letter is dated
March 29 and co-authored by Gail
Evans. an associate professor in
human performance, and Allison
Heisch, an English professor.
Between 500 and 600 copies of the
letter have been distributed to faculty throughout SJSU, according
to Hcisch, with another, more concise letter addressed to Brennan
attached to the back. The first letter asks for signatures endorsing
the letter to Brennan, which
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suspects who have admitted moving the couch, hut have denied
lighting it.
Twenty-one residents were seriously injured in the fire, with injuries
ranging from serious burns and
smoke inhalation to broken bones.
Sonic of the residents jumped from
their third floor windows to escape
the flames and smoke.
On Wednesday, the power is
expected to be off from It a.m. to
12 noon, said Scott Boyer, a Moulder Hall office worker.
The third floor, cast wing of the
hall has been without power since
the October blaze damaged an
electrical panel serving the area.
Mike Pellatt of ROMA construction said.
The Santa Clara company is in
charge of the reconstruction in the
hall, according to Mo Qayoumi,
associate executive vice president
of university facilities, development and operations.
Electrical and water services
will be interrupted periodically,
and will last "maybe three to four
hours," University Housing Services Director Fred Najjar said.
"They’re unavoidable unless we
tell them to hold off until summer,
but then we’d be way off sched
ulc," lie added.
Noise has not been a problem
for reseknis of the hall.
"I haven’t heard anyone com
plain about the noise most of the
work isn’t noisy work," Najjar said
Andrea Drady, the resident
adviser for the third floor, said that
she has not heard of any complaints, but that if there were any
they would he directed to Najjar.
Najjar said the asbestos renewal
from the hall is completed, and the
construction is still on schedule to
be completed by July I, he said.
lie said in an earlier report that
the hall will be occupied by students beginning next fall.

Heisch and Evans plan to compile
and send to Brennan.
"We’re still collecting signatures," said Heisch. "but I assume
(the response) is going to be subI
stantial.
talked with a
lot of my colleagues, and
they
were
very supportive."
The letter
charges that
Brennan has
". .. blatantly
undermined
Mary
Zimmerman the woman’s
programs,"
specifically by terminating Zimmerman and turning over responsibility for the annually successful
"Walk for Women of Sparta" to a
man who has no previous connection to the event.
"The new athletic director
comes trotting in, and the first
thing he does is decapitate Mary
Zimmerman." said Heisch. "It cuts
women’s athletics off at the
knees."
Heisch and Evans claim that in
the absence of Zimmerman, there
will be no woman administrator
overseeing the women’s teams,
with whom female coaches and
athletes can consult. Also, they
contend there will be no woman in
See CUTS, page 7

Student services
hit hard by cuts

You’re
buggin
me

The following article is part
two in a coruausing series on the
effeas of the CSU budget shortfall on various areas at SJSU.
By lorrie Voigt
Deity staff waist
Much of the budget horror
picture has been defined from
the perspective of a shrinking
class schedule, instructional
vacancies and higher tuition
most of which focuses on the
effects to students and faculty.
While those two groups are
often the first to get caught up
in a financial tangle, the money
situation is so tight this year,
student services and administration are finding their hands tied
as well.
The university is looking at a
possible $14 million cut, with
the brunt of the corners to be cut
laying on the shoulders of
instructional support. This support, consisting of faculty and

Above: 25 year-old biology major Carolyn Warren searches a pond containing insects. The collection of insects are part
of a project for entomology 101 class. Right:
Warren shows some of
the insects in ’the cold
vertibrae museum’ of
Duncan hall room 347.

Photos by
Don Richey

Education and
the spending
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instructional assistants, makes
up approximately 70 percent of
the school’s budget, according
to Executive Vice President J.
Handel Evans.
Of the remaining 30 percent
of the budget, student services
represent about 10 percent and
administration makes up the
remaining 20 percent. All areas
of the university are going to be
cut evenly. Evans said, according to the proportion each section controls.
Student services has to
reduce its budget by approximately 51.4 million, with health
services, counseling services and
See RIIDGET, page 7

Tradition aside, women earning higher GPAs than male comrades

By Faye Wells
Daily staff writer

Women can stop trying to prove themselves equal to men.
They outdo them in SJSU classrooms.
at kast for the moment.
Except in the schools of education and
social work, SJSU women lead men in
grade point averages.
As of December, 1990, women’s overall
grade point average was 2.96 compared
with men’s 2.80, according to the Office
of Institutional Research which collates
data from admission and records.
Although current as of last fall, the
information indicates that women get better grades than men in most SJSU schools
from freshman through graduate studies,
and in disciplines traditionally considered

’Historically, engineering has been a male-dominated field. They probably have thought
about it longer, they decide, they do better. Some men go into it because they cannot decide
between math, science and engineering.’
Dr. Jim Freeman,
associate dean for academic affairs in electrical engineering
mens’ domains.
Dr. Jim Freeman, associate dean for
academic affairs in electrical engineering,
was not surprised. In engineering women
have grade point averages of 2 02 com
pared with men’s 2.85.
"That’s closer than what I would have
anticipated," Freeman said.
About 17 percent of the women high

school graduates go into engineering, he
said. Women entering the field of engineering get top grades in math and science. Freeman said women in engineering
may be "more intelligent and more motivated" than men studying engineering.
"Historically, engineering has been a
male -dominated field," Freeman said.
"They probably have thought about it

longer, they decide, they do better." he
said.
"Some men go into it because they can
riot decide between math, science and
engineering." Freeman said.
However, women’s higher grades is not
new, Freeman continued.
"I have noted it for 28 years." he said.
"It’s the same in the Midwest as here."

Many women in high school do not
realize that engineering is a possible field
for them. Freeman said. He said the discipline attracts only the top women students.
At SJSU. only 14 to 17 percent of enginechng students are women.
Women also lead in business 2.81 to
2.72.
Dr. Joe Black, SJSU associate professor
of accounting and finance, suggested a
breakdown of the grades according to
business programs would indicate why
women had superior GPAs.
tie attributed the higher women’s
grades "in part, but not totally" to women
who have reared their children and come
hack to school.
See PROFILE, page 7
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TV forming warped minds
Children are always going
to watch television. TV is
a convenient way for
children to sit back and let their
healthy imaginations roam.
The average two to 11 -year-old
watches TV 25 hours a week,
which rivals the amount of time
they spend in classrooms.
The problem is that a childs
healthy imagination can roam
right into the realm of a warped,
violent reality if not properly
nurtured. It is between the ages of
three and 11 that children form
the foundation of their
personalities.
By the age of 18, the average
American child will have seen
200,000 violent acts on television,
including 40,000 murders,
according to the National
Coalition on Television Violence.
Several studies by professional
psychologists have proven that
children who watch significant
amounts of violent television are

more likely to commit violent
crimes or engage in spouse or
child abuse as adults.
Parents need to recognize that
children’s impressions of morals
and value systems are based upon
what a child reveres as exemplorary
of what is popular or most like what
they would like to emulate.
Parents often play second to a
cartoon character or an actor in
thriller movies, however. The
result is a child who would much
rather lounge effortlessly in front
of TV screen and watch people
get splattered with lazer guns than
pick up a book and take the time
to read.
hildren need to be
acquainted with reading,
C the more healthy means of
stretching their imaginations.
The responsibility lies with
parents to regulate their children’s
habits, not with the impressionable
kids.

Forum page policies
Any letter or column for the Forum page
must be turned into the Letters to the
Editor box in the Spartan Daily
newsroom, WLN 104, during office
hours. Submissions may also be mailed to
Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily,

department of mass communications, San
Jose State University, San Jose, CA.,
95192. Articles and letters must contain
the author’s name, phone number,
address, and major (if a student).

REPORTER’S FORUM
SUSAN

BROWN

The resurrection of
the miracle Chevy
I have experienced what I consider a
modem day miracle. However, in order
to truly appreciate the true miracle-like
quality of the experience, I must take
you back to the beginning.
Approximately one month ago my
ragged, 11 -year-old Chevrolet had seen
its last leg. Due to nobody’s fault but
my own, the engine had overheated and
water had gotten in to the oil wreaking
general havoc everywhere under the
hood, thus resulting in a lovely burning
odor and storm clouds of exhaust
coming out the back. Prognosis:
Cracked head gasket.
Solution: One option was to replace
the head gasket at a mere cost of $300
to $400. However, I was also informed
that replacing the head gasket may not
solve the problem. You see, too much
damage had been done to the engine.
The second option was to replace the
engine itself. This I was told could be
done at a bargain price of $1,450 (labor
included, of course).
After weighing the options carefully I
decided it would be a waste of time and
money to put $4(X) in to something that
may or may not solve the problem.
decided, as well, against replacing the
engine at a cost that was more than the
car was worth even with a good engine.
So there I was left with the memories.
In a last ditch effort my father came
over and put some stuff in the radiator
that would run through the engine and
seal the cracked gasket. But alas, after
giving it the apropriatc time to seal,
water was somehow still mixing with
the oil resulting in the now familiar
clouds of exhaust.
It was the last straw. I had to give up

and accept the loss of my auto.
We had been through a lot together,
that car and I. It had taken me on
numerous road trips up and down the
state of California over the years. I
loved the quiet times we shared when I
would blare the stereo and drive for
hours. I even broke up with my last
boyfriend in that car. Talk about

I decided that even though
my engine was shot and
the exhaust was more than
an idle threat to the
depleting ozone layer it
would still get me to my
destination.
memories.
I was deeply saddened at the news that
those days of comradery were over.
But, it was time to move on. I had to
start thinking about getting a new car.
For weeks I relied on the kindness of
friends and co-workers to get me to and
from my job in Cupertino. You never
know how many friends you have until you
need a ride somewhere or noxl to borrow
their car. One such friend even loaned me
his car for 10 days during spring break
while he went on vacation. By the time he
got back I had a sizeable car fund saved up.
But, it would still take another one or two
more weeks of kamikaze waitressing to
have what I needed.
Faced with being car -less again. I
regressed back to begging for rides.
I had it down to a system. All I
needed was to get a ride from school to
work. Once at work there was always

Lost pride in university
Editor,
I used to be proud to be a student of
SJSU. No longer do I hold the same sense
of pride and respect I once felt for this
university. On the afternoon of April
3,1991, I brought my two brothers to the
campus to give them a tour. They were
considering applying to SJSU. This is no
longer their desire.
One of my brothers had expressed
concem to me about driving his new car
to school, so I drove him to the Seventh
Street Parking Garage, entered, drove to
the top, then exited the building. The
entire time that we were in the garage, we
did not stop, park or get out of the car.
When we left the garage, an officer from
the University Police Department pulled
us over. He approached us, asked for my
license and registration. I also gave him
my student ID card. A second officer
approached the passenger side and asked
my brothers for their ID. We still had not
been told why we had been pulled over.
The officer then retumed and explained

Sexist sports coverage
Editor,
In a 5-2 victory the Spartan baseball
team defeats the Spartan softball team.
The game did not take place on the field
however, this game took place within the
pages of the Spartan Daily. In March 19
"On Deck," the Daily’s baseball and
softball conference play supplement, five
pages were devoted to baseball, while
only two pages dealt with softball the
first two pages, it’s nice to see that they
let the ladies go first.
The Spartan Daily strikes out again but
maintains its high at-bat average towards
sexism in it’s publishing attitudes. The
women’s softball team is ranked 12th in
the nation, while the baseball team is only

that we had been cyewitnessed by
undercover police in the shelter, entering
the building and then leaving. He went on
further to say that because of the recent
burgularies in the garages, that all
"suspicious activities" were being
investigated. He went on to tell us that we
were not the only people who had been
pulled over. He then returned my
documents after checking them and
apologized for my "inconvenience." He
never said what made me suspicious. Was
it because I was black? Was it because
there was a "gang" of us? Why wasn’t the
white woman ahead of me in the Volvo
thought to be suspicious? Why isn’t
everyone who enters the parking shelters
with a valid permit held in suspicion? I
may never get the answers to my
questions. One thing I do know for certain
is that no amount of apologies by the
officer or anyone else, will compensate me
for the humiliation and degredation I felt.
Broquet L. Wiley
Business Administration
ranked in the West. While the softball
section only included a profile of the
coach and one of the players, the baseball
section profiled the coach, two of the
players, a run-down of the competition,
plus a wrap-up of the tournament recently
held here in San Jose. Four pictures of the
Spartan women were included, while eight
pictures of the Spartan men appeared.
As a graduate student, I really do not
have time to attend Spartan sporting
events. The way in which I keep abreast
of such events is through the Spartan
Daily and I would appreciate equal
reporting on events such as these, instead
of the gross misrepresentation that I found
in the paper.
Elizabeth Johnson
Library Science

Petition denial insensitive
Editor,
As a fourth year student registered with
Disabled Student Services, I have
benefited from its services and know
firsthand of the program’s efforts to
increase awareness and sensitivty to
disabled issues. I don’t believe the
messages have reached the SJSU Traffic
Management and Parking unit.
The recent incident involved a minor
traffic violation: I parked in a disabled
parking space, and I was cited. I do have a
DMV-issued Disabled Person placard,
which was clearly displayed on the
dashboard of my car. I later visited the
Traffic and Parking Management Office
to question the ticket.
I explained to the clerk that I had a state
parking permit, but she said I still needed
a SJSU Disabled Parking Permit. She
suggested that I submit a petition to have
the citation reviewed. I did. I admitted
that I did not know of the university’s
requirement, and I assumed that since my
placard was issued by the state, which
also governs this institution, my permit
was valid. My petition was denied.
Technically, I was guilty, and luckily for
me the judge was sensitive to the issue
and dismissed my fine. What I did not
appreciate was the inconvenience that
stemmed from my having to miss classes
and fight traffic and parking hassles to get
to court to settle this technicality.
The policy regarding disabled parking
permits needs to be reviewed, and if no
immediate change can be made, then at
least I hope there can be some change in
the attitudes of the traffic management
staff.
John Robinson
Senior
Political Science

someone from whom I could get a ride
home.
Then, it happened.
Saturday
afternoon, with no food in the house and
feeling too lazy to ride my bike the five
or six blocks to McDonald’s, I had an
idea. I decided that even though my
engine was shot and the exhaust was
more than an idle threat to the depleting
ozone layer it would still get me to my
destination. Desperation does funny
things to your rationalization.
I got in the car and pumped the gas a
few times before starting it up. It didn’t
start right away, but then again it hadn’t
been driven in more than a month.
Eventually it did start and the miracle
began to unfold.
I let it warm up for a long time. The
first thing I noticed was that there was
no exhaust coming out in the rear. The
second thing I noticed was that the
engine sounded healthy. Finally, the
third thing I noticed was that there was
no burning smell.
Could this be so? I put it in first gear
and eased into the street. Encouraged
by the cooperation I received, I shifted
in to second. By the time I got it to
third gear I was laughing uncontrollably
inside the car. I couldn’t believe it.
Not wanting to push my luck too far I
went straight home after getting my
food. The real test, I decided, would be
the next day when I took it on the
freeway to get to work.
Sure enough the car made it there and
back. It’s a miracle. It has to be. there is
no other explanation. I don’t expect it to
last forever. Obviously the damage is
still there. However, each mile that car
goes is one which I never thought I
would see it take. The longer it runs the
more time I have to increase my car
fund. That, to me, is a miracle.
It is not the parting of the Red Sea, nor
is it a missed field goal in the waning
seconds of the Super Bowl. But, let’s
face it, miracles arc few and far
between. I’ll take them where and when
I can. I might even start playing Lotto.
Susan Brown is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
Roil Dominguez
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Sparta(uidc
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library North
Room 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union. (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center) The deadline
is 10 a.m.
TODAY
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION: Dr
Mauro Chavez from Evergreen College will
discuss Hispanics in education. 6 p m Associated Students Chambers, Student
Union. call 924-2707
SJSU MARKETING CLUB: Preparing for
the GMAT for graduate schoolwith Kaplan.
3-5 pm.SU Almaden Room
PRE-DENTAL CLUB: General meeting. 2-3
pm. SU Pacheco Room call 1415) 7948459
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY: Laura Fraser s lecture ’Ethics and
press coverage of the Gulf War. 7-8 p m
S U Loma Prete Room. call 924-4519
SJSU SPARTAN CYCLE CREW: Club
meeting 8pm SU Pacheco Room call
924-8167
ECONOMICS STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
Meeting to plan for April 20 picnic. 3-5 p.m..
U Montalvo Room
CENTER FOR BEETHOVEN STUDIES:
Peter Schreier internationally acclaimed
tenor in first SJSU appearance. 8 p m Concert Hall. call 924-4590 for ticket information
DISABLED STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
Disability Awareness Day. 10 a.m -5 pm
3U . 924-6000
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
CLUB: General meeting. 5.6 pm.SU Al-,1den Room

AIAA Barbecue social. 12 30-230 p.m.,
Spartan Complex barbecue pit. call 9478740
ASIAN AMERICAN JOURNALISTS: Seeks
new members. 12:30 p.m.. WLN 113, call
279-3155
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Summer lob hunting techniques. 12.30 p m .
S U Guadalupe Room. call 924-6033
SOURISSEAU ACADEMY ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES: Professor Ronald Takaki
from UC Berkeley presents The Making
and Meaning of Multicultural California. 121 15 pm, Engineering Auditorium Room
189. call 924-5500
A.S. POLITICAL AWARENESS COMMITTEE: Student rally to protest proposed fee
increase. noon. State Building, call 2874596
CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH SERVICES: Health hazards of tobacco use on minority students. 1-3 pm .
Health Center, register at least two hours in
advance. call 924-6117
WEDNESDAY
PRE-LAW CLUB: Important meeting: elections speaker and refreshments, 4 30-6
pm SU Costonoan Room. call 779-5429
STUDENT CALIFORNIA TEACHERS ASSOCIATION: Barbecue, noon -2 pm.. Spartan Complex barbecue pit
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Brown
bag lunch happiness. noon -1 30 pm S.0
Pacheco Room. call 924-5939
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Issues
of autonomy for elders and Community resources for care of elders. 1230-1 30 pm,
Spartan Memorial Chapel. call 924-5930
CHICANO LIBRARY RESOURCE CENTER
Reading by Dr Randell Jimenez from
Voices of Matatlan 11 30 a m -1 pm

WLN Room 307. call 924-2707
ASPB: Wednesday night cinema Edward
Scissorhands. 6 p ni and 9 p m shows
S.U. Ballroom
AFRICAN LEADERS EDUCATING AND
RISING TOGETHER: Meeting. 6 pm
E OP Tutorial Center Room 210 call 9242591
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY: Speakers
will discuss field study. humanities 157 and
co-op. 4-6 p.m.. S.0 Almaden Room call
356-9502
ASPB Caribbean superstars noon S U Amphitheater
CHINESE ENGINEERING STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Seminar on robotics. 3 305 00 p m Engineering Auditorium Room
189. call 279-9614
CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH SERVICES: Health hazards of Tobacco use on minority students, 1-3 p.m
Health Building Room 208 register two
hours in advance call 924-6117

LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOCIATION: Organizational meeting. 3 p.m.. S.0
Montalvo Room
B PAA AND AD CLUB: Learn how to become a successful copywriter. 7 p m WLN
Room 112 call 879-9023
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Supi
port group noon -1 30 pm Administration
Building Room 201. call 924-5930
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Non-traditional career opportunities for
Southeast Asians 1 30 pm SU Costanoan Room call 924-6033

CAMPUS MINISTRY: Discussion on ’Unanswered Questions on Our Faith Journeys. 7-8 30 p m Campus Ministry call
298-0204

Spartan women’s tennis team lose
to Sacramento State Hornets 9-0

CAMPUS LEFT: Bill Moyers video Secret
Government 8 30 pm SU Coslanoan
call 287-4596
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER: Annual
Tnke-A-Thon. 11 a m -1 pm.Ad Quad call
270-7127

Today’s forecast
Mostly sunny with 15
mph winds corning from
the west. Highs in the 60s
and lows in the 40s.

Wednesday’s forecast
Mostly sunny.

National Weather
Service

STOP THE FEE
INCREASE!
Student Rally to Protest
Education Cuts

Learn how to publish & write
magazines free of charge.

in Conjunction with Statewide Day of Protest

at

MAGAZINE DAY 1991
APRIL 22nd
SJSU STUDENT UNION

TUESDAY, APRIL 16
12 PM
IN FRONT OF THE STATE BUILDING
BETWEEN 2ND AND 3RD ON SAN ANTONIO
100 PASEO DE SAN ANTONIO

10:30 - 11:30 A.M.
Free -Lance Writing & Behind the Scenes

A Public Hearing
on the A.S.
Proposed Budget.

After expecting more than 23 bids
for the Scheller house relocation
project, SJSU received only one
from alocal real estate development
company.
Admissions and Records is forced
to cut applicants and eliminate
overtime payment to its employees
because of the budget crisis.

10:00 A.M.
Reception

Associated Students presents:

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Co-op orientation 2 pm SU Almaden
Room. call 924-6033

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: Careers in commercial real estate by
Cunningham Association. 5-6 pm SU
Campus Guadalupe Room call 924-8714

THURSDAY
CODA: Meeting noon -1 pm
Christian Genie call 297 6257
ECONOMICS STUDENTS’ Association:
Dr Greer speaking on The Economics of
the Beer Industry 3pm SU A S. Council
Chambers
PRE-MED CLUB: Surprise guest speakers.
130 p m Duncan Hall Room 341

YesterDaily

11:30 - 12:30
Session with the Pros & Career Opportunities
San

12:30 - 1:30 P.M.
Luncheon
Tickets can be purchased for $9.50 from Mu Alpha
Gamma members or from Dr. GotlifTe in WLN 121

X
STATE,
BUILD1W.

(front)

1:30 - 2:15 P.M.
Featured Speaker

Wednesday 3pm
at the A.S. Chambers
Student Union -Third Floor

Carlon

San

fornando

Ronald A. Kovas

,
President, Sunset Publishing
"The Revolution In Communications’

for more info: contact Jean Lenart,924-6210

olds and Mr Kovas’ talk are open to the public and free of chargy

1.’( )R MORE INFO CONTACT CINDY RESLER-924-6243
n-;ored by Associated Students-Political Awareness Committee

Responsible Drinkers
Need to be Rewarded

Be recognized for your efforts and celebrate the rewards of life.
CARS ON DISPLAY
FREE ALTERNATIVE BEVERAGES
INSURANCE REPRESENTATIVES

FREE RAFFLE TICKETS
PROMOTIONAL PRIZES
PASSES AND GIFT CERTIFICATES

Wed. April 17 and Thurs. April 18
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
ART QUAD
drinking responsibly:
These organizations will be on campus to prorr
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Demi Moore others shine in ’Mortal Thoughts’
LOS ANGELES (AP) James
Urbanski is as nasty a person as
you’d never want to meet. He
snorts cocaine when he isn’t swilling booze, he threatens his bride
at his own wedding. he pummels
her in private and public, he steals
from the till of her beauty parlor.
A prime candidate for murder?
You bet.
When his body is found on the
New Jersey shore, throat slit, everything points to his battered
wife, Joyce. But police Detective
John Woods doesn’t think he has
the whole story. That’s why he is
interrogating Joyce’s best friend
and business partner. Cynthia Kellogg.
Alan Rudolph’s film, "Mortal
Thoughts." which opens Friday.
tells the story almost entirely in
flashbacks and mostly from Cynthia’s point of view. This placed a
heavy load on the actress playing
Cynthia. Demi Moore meets the
challenge.
If movies keep producing stars
like Julia Roberts and Demi
Moore, the ’90s may rival the

Mortal Thoughts

aalli
Rating: R
Starring: Demi Moore,
Glenne Headly, Bruce Willis
Director: Alan Rudolph.
’Spartanhead’ scale is best of 5

can love. John Pankow is effective
as Cynthia’s husband, a salesman
obsessed with his own schemes.
Harvey Keitel. the most reliable
of character actors, is a key factor
as the "bad-cop" interrogator and
Billie Neal is the only sympathetic
character as his "good-cop" partner.
Alan Rudolph ranks high on
anyone’s list of exasperating directors. Someone should steal the
wheels of his camera dolly so he
will have to film from a stationary
position.
The Columbia Pictures film was
produced by John Fiedler and
Mark Tarlov with Taylor Blackford
and Stuart Benjamin as executive

as the golden age of the actress. In
"Mortal Thoughts. which she
also co-produced. Moore proves
she needs no ghost to help her
carry a film. Her lovely, expressive face is mesmerizing as she portrays the anger. frustration and tear
of someone struggling to tell her
side of the story to a disbelieving Moore proves she needs
cop.
Moore is surrounded by a crew no ghost to help her
of skilled actors. Glenne Headly
brings her own brand of toughness carry a film.
to the role of a wife who has made
a rotten marriage and is trying to producers. The rating is R for lanlive through it. Bruce Willis is guage, drug use and violence, infrighteningly real as the hellbent cluding wife heating and attempted
husband whom only his mother rape.

Reagans, friends take aim at book
Publicity Photo

Glenne Headly and Demi Moore star in the new movie ’Mortal Thoughts’

Golden California dreaming of
$100 million lotto jackpot surge
SACRAMENTO (AP) In a
land shaped by the Gold Rush of
1849. there’s a new rush for riches
that could make one person the nation’s wealthiest lotto winner.
Millions of Californians today
were betting they would be the sole
winner of an estimated lotto jackpot Wednesday of $100 million.
California’s largest. That’s more
than a third the $285 million in
gold that thousands mined 142
years ago in a scramble which
opened the western states.
-At the Beverly Hills Pipe & Tobacco Co.. where owner Charles
Kornguth will take phone orders
for his regular customers, people
were buying lottery tickets Monday in hunches of-up to $1.500.
"We have been jammed all day,
just absolutely mobbed." said
Kornguth.
Life insurance agent Dean Keenan in San Francisco was one of
the players contributing to a
statewide sales pace that already
had reached an ay erage of 25 times

normal at 9.500 ticket sale locations statewide.
Keenan admitted she was having
jackpot fantasies about how to
spend the money. "Of course.
Who hasn’t?"
Fueling $1 ticket sales and fantasies is the chance to become the
biggest lotto winner in U.S. history. "There’s no question about
it." said Terri La Fleur of Gaming
and Wagering Business magazine
Two other states have had jackpots exceeding. SIO0 million, but
they were shared by several winners. California lottery official,
said. There were 14 winning tickets splitting Pennsylvania’s $115.5
million jackpot in April 1989 and
six winning tickets for Florida’s
5106.5 million jackpot in September 1990.
California’s largest pressIi
jackpot. $68.5 million, was di
vided among four winning ticket,
in February 1990. The single largest winner. Tom Tehee of Upland.
won S45 3 million in December
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1990.
A sole winner in California’s
Lotto 6-53 drawing, to be televised
at 7:57 p.m. (PDT) Wednesday.
would receive about $4 million annually. after income tax withholding. for 20 years.

WASHINGTON (Al’) -- Nancy
Reagan is putting out the word that
her friends are welcome to slam a
racy new biography painting her as
manipulative and power-hungry.
She, meanwhile, will stay on the
sidelines.
Mrs. Reagan has reversed
course after an initial decision that
Reagan loyalists should keep quiet
and hope the media frenzy over the
new hook by Kitty Kelley.
"Nancy Reagan. the Unauthorized
Biography," blows over quickly.
At first. said Mrs. Rcagan’s former press secretary, Sheila Tate.
"We all sort of spontaneously said
we should keep our heads down. 1
talked to Nancy Reagan last Saturday. . . . That was the general
feeling then, and she agreed. -
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From now until May 30th save up to
$2,096.00 on MacintoshfiLC and
Macintosh Hsi computer bundles.*
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Computer with 40 Megabyte Hard Drive and 2 MB of RAM. keyboard.
12" RGB Monitor and Spartan Starter Kit.

Macintosh
LC

Academic Price $2060.00 SAVE $1107.00,camu
Suggested Retail Price 53167.(1)
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Macintosh IIsi

Now York Office .
TEL.1-800-344-7241*&4212-988-5520

11/14-1,U8 A.
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Computer with 40 Megabyte Hard Drive and 3MB of RAM,
AppleColor High Resolution RGB Monitor and Spartan Starter Kit

Macintosh
II Si

Academic Price $3154.00 SAVE $1812.00 (sae
Suggested Retail Price 54966.(X)

INVITES ALL STUDENTS TO

FREE SEMINAR

r.-....1,............-

-

"HOW TO GET INTO THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF YOUR CHOICE"
SEMINAR WILL COVER:
Application Process
Letters of Recommendation
Academic Criteria Required
Personal Statement
LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT

I ii said it ’lc \ a happened. ms ever. in an interview
Wednesday on CNN he conceded
that the hook was correct in stating
Mrs. Reagan sent his son as a gift a
teddy hear the boy had left behind
at the White House But he added
that the Reagans also sent their
grandson ’,5licheck to go with it.
Mitchell 1.. Daniels Jr . former
White lii t’se p, mitt cal director.
said Ii vsas "impossible to imagine" that Mr,. Reagan and Sinatra
could hay e carried on a secret
relationship at the White I louse bei.ause
he "minute -by -minute
presence it stall and securit!,.’’
Ile said
claims that
Mrs ’,Ceded!’ wally ran the country
are "laughable

Better value.
Better hurry.
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,econd thought.
But
Reagan said anybody who v. ant,
to say anything. she would he
grateful." Tate said Wednesday.
"Certainly, correcting the record in the name of accuracy is not
a had thing to do." said Bill
Garber, a spokesman for President
Reagan and his wife in Los Angeles.
lie said there were no plans for
the Reagans to do interviews but
that friends who have called about
the hook have not been told not
to express their feelings in the
name of accuracy."
Reagan’s son. Michael Reagan.
whom Kelley portrays as a stepson
Mrs. Reagan shunned. disputed
Kelley s assertion that Mrs. Reagan and Frank Sinatra had an al-

Wednesday April 17
6:00. 7:00 p.m.
Costanoan Room
Student Union

Sponsored by:
Pre-Law Association

SPECIAL COURSE FEES AVAILABLE TO ALL WHO ATTEND
CALL 1 -800-777-EXAM

Macintosh I Isi
Computer with 80 Megabyte Hard Drive and 5 MB of RAM, 13’
AppleColor High Resolution RGB monitor and Spartan Starter Kit

FLASH!!!
We have recently significantly

reduced prices on the
SE 30 4/80 CPU
all Macintosh Ilci CPU’s
all Macintosh Ilfx CPU’s
and
Apple LaserWriter Printers.

Academic Price $3670.00 SAVE $2096.00 rs.,
Suggested Retail Price 55766110

These bundles are in stock!!! Pick yours up today.

San Jose State University, Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 4081924-1809
Offer leard from Meta I 11191 i0irises6 Apra 17, 1911 a! Sep hre has 1..reess, Sian., krinerre ( renrtor Dep./0nm Offer tied 6er peoh+6.1ed ft.. Per of 10 5rei,
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LSAT GMAT GRE MCAT It’s Your Future!!!
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"I had this
impression that
California had all
these palm trees
and the beach, but,
here Jam in San
Jose and I don’t see
any of that.’
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Jorge Ferreira,

In-
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" "I was not familiar
with the term
minority and I was
not aware I was
going to be
classified as a
minority.’
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student from Portugal
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educational counseling
grad student,
from El Salvador

’Here in the U.S.
there are very
distinct roles for
.males and females.
It wasn’t natural
because it seems as
if you’re looking at
the other sex as a
potential or not a
potential.’

Schjelderup,
at the

"Student assistant
International Center,
from Norway

,

Students from other countries face the difficult taskof bfending into
the cortege scene at sysu and that is not aft they have in common

A LONG WAY FROM HOME
Story by Precy Correos

’I’ve picked up this
"F" word, and I’m
going to have to
clean up my act
once I return to
India.’

Adllya lnamdarain
Junior majoring

computer science,
from India

7’he Faces of .SJSU is a threepart-series which takes a look at
who makes up the population of
students on campus. This series
attemps to deal with what it’s like
to attend a school which is primarily known as a commuter
school. Today’s article focuses on
students who come from other
parts of the world. Some have
come from long distances, some
have overcome great odds to make
it here. They may not have the
same culture or ideals as those
who originated from this area, but
they make up a large part of our
campus community and are trying
to integrate into our world.

Coming Wednesday: Local
students reflect on what it’s like
to go to a commuter school
where, generally, many students
focus primarily on just getting
an education rather than celebrating school spirit and other
images that college life sparks
up.
Coming Friday: After battling
your average morning traffic,
commuter students put in their
efforts in class as well. Although
many spend only enough time to
hike from classroom to parking
lot, they make up a big number
on campus, and have created
SJSU’s image as a commuter
university.

AL DEFECTIVE

Alenka Cernee, a student tiom Sweden, was
surprised how free SJSU students were
about taking drinks or food into the classroom. Aditya Inamdar, a student from India was
embarassed when, in his communication class, he
stood up by his seat and greeted the professor
"Good morning." Much to his surprise, his fellow
classmates laughed and his professor was perplexed.
That’s just some of the examples foreign students
who live at the International Center had as their first
impressions of life in the United States.
For many, it was an opportunity to study in a
prestigious country rich with resources and educational benefits. Jorge Ferreira, 23, a computer science grad student from Portugal, said his first
choice was San Jose because it was close to Silicon
Valley.
"I had this impression that California had all
these palm trees and the beach," Ferreira said, "but,
here I am in San Jose and I don’t see any of that."
For Christina Kayama and her brother Fabio,
from Brazil, it was a chance to learn music in the
United States. Kayama, 19, plays the violin and her
brother plays the viola both for the SJSU Symphony Orchestra.
"I like the music department here," Kayama said,
"because it’s different from Brazil. Here the program emphasizes theory and I think that’s important."
In Brazil, Kayama said, they don’t have such a
diverse education, if a student enrolls in music, it’s
only music and nothing else - it’s concentrated to
the major only.
"I miss my parents," she said, "it’s different
when you are without your parents, you have to
grow up and be more independent."
"Without them," she said, "you have to think
about your actions because there is no one who can
help you."
Like a word without meaning, Fabio said he had
a little difficulty with the language especially in his
political science class.
Kamaya, 21, would get lost with some of the
examples the professor used about current local
politicians. Being in the U.S. only a few months, he
found it hard to keep up with the point of the lecture.
"In Brazil you only have to speak English for a
few hours." Kayama said, "and after class you
speak Portugese with your friends, but here, you
have to speak English 24 hours a day. So if you

Illustration by Ratil Dominguez

don’t speak English, nobtx.iy’s going to understand

like that.-

you."
For Blanca Sandoval, an educational counseling
grad student, from El Salvador, learning to speak
English fluently was just one challenge she overcame. It surprised her that Americans thought El
Salvador didn’t have any modern conveniences like stop lights.
"We have toilets, cars and appliances just like
you do here," Sandoval said, "but people, even professionals think that, since we are an underdeveloped country that we don’t have any of these
modern things."
A frequent movie-goer, Sandoval, 31, often saw
white men and women portrayed as strong and
secure individuals, instead when she came to the
United States, she found them to be weak and insecure. The media falsified the images being portrayed overseas she said.
She was surprised to find that there was not much
difference.
"They beat up women (in El Salvador)," she said,
"and yet there are battered women in the U.S."

/namdar, a junior majoring in computer science,
said he too found aspects of the American culture that shocked him. At the airport he noticed
how Americans were so free with their affections
for one another.
"Men and women were literally smooching," he
said. "In India you don’t have physical contact with
a woman. They’re very prim and proper over
there."
But as time progressed he adjusted to the casualness of Americans and
likes it, he said. Like a
black blazer picking up lint, Inamdar said he’s
picked up some bad habits.
"I’ve picked up this "F" word," he said laughing.
"and I’m going to have to clean up my act once I
return to India."
A self-described "sports nut," he takes every
advantage to see SJSU’s basketball and football
home games.
"I’m addicted to basketball, football and baseball," he said, "I’m a Lakers fan, a 49ers fan and an
A’s fan."
Among his other addictions, lnamdar enjoys lisDiscrimination against blacks is more apparent than what she had thought back in El tening to post-modern rock, watching music videos:
Salvador. She noticed how prevalent it was MTV, VH1 and nighttracks. He said he wakes up
here, in work and education, she said.
and goes to bed to music.
"It’s all around you," she added, "in this campus,
"There’s so much variety here." he added, "things
are more accessible and available."
you don’t see that many blacks."
This, she said really surprised her because the
Nina Schjelderup, 27, student assistant at the
media had often portrayed the struggle between International Center said that she noticed "dating"
blacks and whites as over, but it’s not. A majority of was a real uncomfortable process.
In Norway, where she’s from, young people go
the higher positions are often held by the white
disout in groups. "Here in the
man, she said.
Another thing that bothered her was the word tinct roles for males and females," Schjelderup said.
minority.
"It wasn’t natural because it seems as if you’re
"I was not familiar with the term minority," she looking at the other sex as a potential or not a
said, "and I was not aware I was going to be classi- potential."
fied as a minority."
There’s not much opportunity to get to know the
To her, the connotation implies something nega- person on an individual level because there’s all this
tension, she added.
tive. Hispanic equals illiterate and illegal, she said.
Cernec, 19, majoring in international business
"I don’t say I am Latin, I know I am El Salvadosaid she was disappointed with
homeless situarian."
The American experience became an opportuni- tion in the United States.
ty to fulfill her intellectual life because the resouces
"When I went to Hollywood," she said, "we
available to her, in education and in the libraries she passed by people who were begging for money and
said. In El Salvador, the books are limited.
people sleeping in the streets and about
The freedom to be an unmarried woman is okay
away
were these beautiful
in the U.S. she said. In El Salvador unmarried mansions."
women are called "sultronas" or old maids.
"I don’t understand how people can live
"Here it’s more acceptable," she added, "and
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Brown, legislators attempt
to solve budget problems
SACRAMENTO (AP) Assembly Speaker Willie Brown said
Thursday that lawmakers plan to
form a rare, early two-house conference committee to try to solve
the $12.6 billion budget emergency by May I.
"We would like to comply with
the governor’s May 1 deadline if at
all possible," the San Francisco

Bill allows local correction programs
SACRAMENTO (AP) In
an attempt to ease the state’s skyrocketing prison costs, the Senate on Thursday approved legislation that would authorize local,
intensive supervision programs
for nonviolent offenders.
The NIL SB26 by Sen. Bill
Lockyer. D-Hayward, cleared
the upper house on a 31-0 vote
and was sent to the Assembly.
Under the measure, a county
or a group of counties could set
up community corrections programs as an alternative to imprisonment for certain nonviolent offenders.
The programs would have to
include intensive supervision of
the offenders by probation officers, frequent testing to determine if an offender was using alcohol or drugs, mandatory
treatment for substance abusers,
and a requirement that each of-

$12.6 billion crisis lingers on
were paying their own expenses
for the trip.
Normally,
the
Legislature
doesn’t form a six-legislator conference conimittee to work out a
compromise budget plan until late
May or June. after both houses’
fiscal committees have worked for
three months developing two different budget proposals. The conference committee usually meets
for several weeks and produces a
compromise budget that the Legislature can send to the governor before the start of the fiscal year July
I.

But this is not a normal year. as
Gov. Pete Wilson pointed out two
weeks ago when he announced that
the potential deficit had swollen to
$12.6 billion. At that time. the Republican governor asked lawmakers to pass a budget by May 1 to
give any cuts or tax increases more
time to work.
Brown said the Assembly Democrats’ budget plan is being sent to
Wilson for his comment. The governor is scheduled to meet again
with legislative leaders next Thursday.

Budget may slash
jobs for state workers
Willie Brown
Democrat told the Assembly session.
Assembly Democrats on Thursday released their proposal to close
the gap half with spending cut and
half with revenue increases, including a new tax on services such
as attorney and architect fees.
Brown said about two dozen
lawmakers are flying to Washington. D.C.. next door to lobby Congress and federal officials for some
changes he said would help the
budget. He said the lawmakers

Spartan Daily

’The basic point here
is we cannot afford the
Pentagon -style
spending on highsecurity institutions.’

by a cut in state operations.
Vasconcellos, of San Jose and
chairman of the Ways and Means
Committee, said that cut would
come from a 30 percent cut in the
state bureaucracy. He said state
money that goes directly for services and state workers who provide
services would not get that great a
cut, which is aimed instead at people who keep records and write reports.
Vasconcellos also said the Democrat’s proposed new 3 percent tax
The plan released by Senate and on services, which would raise an
Assembly Democrats last week to estimated $3.6 billion a year,
close the state’s $13 billion budget would cover all services, including
gap includes saving $300 million doctor bills.

The
SACRAMENTO (AP)
proposed 30 percent cut in the state
bureaucracy contained in legislative Democrats’ budget plan
could mean up to I0.0(X) state
workers could lose their jobs. the
Assembly’s budget chairman said
Monday.
"I think there’s got to be a reduction in the work force." Assemblyman John Vasconcellos told
reporters Monday. "l don’t know
any way to get 30 percent."

Bill ’,Payer,
Sen., 1) -Hayward
fender be occupied five days a
week with employment, education, a job search, community
service or a combination of those
activities.
The programs could include
house arrest and electronic monitoring of offenders.
According to a Senate bill
analysis. the programs would he
for offenders without long criminal records who had been sen-

tenced to state prison for a year
or less for a crime that did not involve violence, child molestation
or drug trafficking.
To pay for the programs. the
state would provide counties
with half the cost of keeping the
offender in state prison.
SB26 is similar to a 1990
Lockyer measure that was vetoed
by then-Gov. George Deukmejian.
Lockyer said the new hill was

an attempt to "shift some of the
cost of the corrections program
from the state prison setting.
which is very eNpensOe. to intensive probation.’ ’
"The basic point here is we
cannot afford the Pentagon -style
spending on high-security ins!’
tutions." he said. "We can gel
public safety protection at a more
affordable price and not have the
prison tapeworm devour all other
.cgments of the budget’’

Mann water board
drops mandatory water
rationing after heavy rain
SAN RAFAEL (API The
mandatory water rationing plan
implemented Iasi month by the
Mann Municipal Water District
has ended, due mostly to heavy
ruins that replenished its dwindling water supply.
Water conservation is now
voluntary and retroactive to
March I the day mandatory rationing started, so no water customers will be fined for going
over their previous allotments,
the board decided Wednesday
night.
When the district voted earlier
this year to institute a maximum
allotment of 50 gallons per person per day, reservoirs were at
only 30 percent of their storage
capacity. But a combination of
heavy March rains and conservation increased that level to more
than
67
percent,
district
spokeswoman Lynn Schneider

said
Instead. the hoard asked 1,-.1
dents to %,iltintarily cut had.
percent !WM their 1956-57 water
usage lescis
Under the vol llrutaty consers aplan. there are no penalties,
compared to an earlier assessment ot S25 tor each cubic loot
over Mk’’, alit/1111CW lire first
tiers
R
three ttiers
the district’s teh
tiered rate structure are also
an the %%ere in \larch.
I lin% ever. Schneider cautioned
today , that doesn’t mean the district’s I 67.0110 customers should
COIISCIA ing
lum

"People still IleCti to conserve
water. They can’t go out and go
hog wild.’ ’ she said. ’’They
should continue the good water
conservation habits they ’ve developed."
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DARKROOM SPECIALISTS

WE LOWERED OUR PRICES!
POLARIOD 55
was S43.29 now $39.60

in
DOWNTOWN
SAN JOSE
Earth Day Every Day (April 20)

Step Out
In Style
Looking for a quality pair of
hand-sewn leather pumps
comfortable enough to dance
the night away?
Just step into Mariano’s...
and step out in style.
MARL4NOS SHOES
con
el N.

Earth Day Every Day features ethnic foods, multicultural
entertainment, environmental education and a carnival area for
kids. The celebration is scheduled for Saturday, April 20, 11 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at Plaza Park, across from the Fairmont Hotel.
For more information, call the Office of San Jose Beautiful at

277-5208.

YWCA YWalk Caper (April 20)
Fifty teams will walk and caper the two-mile route through
downtown San Jose with 20 capers including a melodrama
competition at Big Lil’s and an auto painting contest at Earl
Scheib’s. Join KNTV anchor, Stacey Hendler and comedian Fred
Travalena as master of ceremonies. Walk and Caper begins and
ends at the Pavilion Shops, starting at 9 a.m. and concluding at
10 a.m. with entertainment, a victory brunch and give-aways.
Proceeds benefit YWCA services in Santa Clara County.
Deadline for teams to sign-up is April 17.
For more information, call Rose Que at

295-4011.

(408) 280-441

Southline Light Rail Grand Opening
and Dedication (April 25-28)
DISCOVER LARGEST
SAN JOSE’S
USED CD’S
SELECTION OF
OVER 5,000 USED CD’S TO
CHOOSE FROM
NEW AND USED CD’S
BUY SELL TRADE

off
kV$1
’T any

C
E SAWA CLARA ST SAN JOSE
Idilt
Vahdaled Peking 3rd St Gauge
(408) 294-0345
(Some restrictions apply)

II

I

A four-day weekend of free rides and special
activities including fireworks and marching
bands on Thursday evening, April 25,
at the Ohlone/Chynoweth station in
Almaden Valley. On April 27-28, from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., enjoy entertainment and activities at four
downtown stations including Technology
Center, Convention Center, San Antonio de
Paseo and Fountain Alley, which will feature
fashion shows, a roller blade demonstration by
the San Jose Sharks, give-aways and locally
known bands such as the Redevlopment Blues
Project and the Cool Jerks. For more
information, call 299-4141 or 279-1775.

’Santa Clara County
Transportation Agency

POLAROID 641
now at a lower price

One Block South of Duncan Hall !
451 SOUTH FOURTH STREET, SAN JOSE
M-F 9-5:30 SAT 10-2

(408) 275 9649

Center for the Performing Arts
The Center for the Performing Arts, built to
1971, is home to the San Jose Symphony,the
San Jose Cleveland Ballet and the Civic Light Operi.
The Center seats 2,700 people. Upcoming Events for
April include: 4/19-4/20 The San Jose Dance Theatre
presents "The Adventures of Alice"; 4/26-4/28 The
San Jose Cleveland Ballet presents Romeo & Juliet:
Call (408) 277-3900 for further information.

For Those Not
Content With
The Ordinary
European Fresh Cut Flowers
Fresh Flowers For All Occassions
Gourmet Fruit Baskets & Wine

Custom Dry Silk
Arrangements
Balloon Bouquets

Corsages & Boutonnieres

tisel ARLOWES
SAN AIN, III1WNMWN
ASSIEINFIIIN

2 Deliveries Dail y
Allot
Santa Clara Coun

At The Pavilion

993-1311

All Major
Credit Cards
Accepted
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SJSU cumulative GPA
7
Fall 1990

From page 1
"Now you have more women in
accounting classes than men." he
said. He suggested their higher age
and greater living experience might
contribute to their superior GPA.
In education, however, men lead
with a total of 3.50 to 3.38.
"Data like that can be deceiving," said Dolores Escobar, dean of
the school of education. "We have
fewer men than women. I’d be
really cautious about interpreting
the data."
She said the school of education

7
0

7

CUTS

2.5
A
Male

pFemale

A. Applied Arts and Sciences
B. Business
C. Education
D. Engineering

Male, overall

E. Humanities and Arts
F. Science
G. Social Sciences
H. Social Work

Female, overall

I. Undeclared, Unclassified and Special Major
J. Computer Science Graduate Students
K. Library Science
Source: Office of Institutional Research

Mistrial declared for AIDS activists
who used rare ’necessity defense’
REDWOOD CITY (API The
district attorney has until April 23
to decide whether to retry two
AIDS activists who say they saved
lies by running an illegal needle
change program.
Jurors in the court of San Mateo
County Municipal Court Judge
Craig Parsons deadlocked 11-1
Monday for acquittal of Joey Tranchina and C’amille Anacabe.
The two used a rare "necessity
defense,- arguing they broke the

law for a greater good to saw
the lives of drug addicts who might
get the AIDS virus by sharing dirty
needles.
The defense, which rarely triumphs, is most often used in cases
where protesters outside abortion
clinics or nuclear testing grounds
claimed they were right to break
the law for a larger moral cause.
The defendants convinced II
jury members, including three who
after the mistrial offered to help the

activists hand out clean needles in
violation of the state law, Iranchina said.
The juror who deadlocked the
panel by voting "guilty," is the father of a man who was an intravenous drug user and is now on a
methadone program to break his
habit, according to the court.
The activists’ attorney J. Tony
Serra said he thought that juror
would be especially sympathetic to
arguments that sharing needles can

From page 1
a significant administrative role to
oversee compliance with Title IX,
which forbids sexual discrimination in educational establishments.
Brennan, in answering the complaints, said Heisch and Evans were
wrong about "The Walk for Women
of Sparta," and unreasonably worried about the other issues.
"I remain fully committed to
both the women’s and men’s programs, and title IX," Brennan said,
referring to allegations that a man
unfamiliar with "The Walk for
Women of Sparta" would be
placed in charge of it, he said
"That’s not correct. The person in
charge of The Walk will no question be a woman, and it will be
someone familiar with the event."
Brennan then said that Carolyn
Lewis, an associate athletic director of intercollegiate athletics with
17 years of experience at SJSU,
spread disease and waste lives.
"He is the type of IV drug user
who would have been the very one
at risk ," said Serra.
The mistrial was declared after
the jury announced it was deadlocked following deliberations all
day Monday and for two hours on

includes the master’s and graduate’s degrees. Some students
obtain one or the other, or both,
she said.
programs
Undergraduate
include audiology and speech
pathology, and child development.
Escobar said.
Men also lead women 3.29 to
3.19 in the school of social work.
Women lead men in Applied
Arts and Sciences, 2.87-2.67;
Humanities and the Arts, 2.962.84; Science, 2.96-2.85; Social
Sciences, 2.92-2.80, Computer
Science Graduate Students, 3.373.22; and Library Science, 3.573.47.
will become the new senior
woman administrator in the athletic department. The letter claims
there will be no place for a senior
woman administrator.
Aside from Zimmerman, two
other positions in the athletic
department have been eliminated,
according to Brennan. He said an
associate athletic director in marketing and promotions left last Friday, and a position in facilities will
be cut soon.
Zimmerman, who came to SJSU
women’s
of
director
as
intercollegiate athletics, had her
position eliminated once before,
according to Heisch. When men’s
and women’s collegiate athletics
me,ged, her position disappeared.
She was invited to apply for a new
position, which she did, and has
held that job since that time.
Heisch would not say why she
thought Zimmerman was terminated, but the letter implies that Brennan wants to de-emphasize
women’s athletics at SJSU.
Friday. Deliberations followed a
one-week trial.
Tranchina and Anacabe faced
misdemeanor charges of possessing syringes without a prescription, a crime in II states and the
District of Columbia.

BUDGET
From page!
financial aid the three main areas
that will be hit hardest, according to
Dean of Student Services Dean Batt
Also, 25 full-time positions are
going to be cut, resulting in a 15 percent reduction in the services work
force.
Batt is unsure how the positions
will be vacated, whether through
attrition, freeze-ups or the early
retirement incentive called the
Golden Handshake.
"I don’t know yet what the ’Golden Handshake’ will bring me," Bau
said. "We know there’s going to be
significant cuts, and we need to start
accommodating for it now."
Due to the uncertainty of just
exactly how many people will quit
or retire, Batt was reluctant to state
whether employees will lose their
jobs through layoffs.
Besides positions being eliminated, equipment, postage and
telephone funding will be cancelled and no student assistants
will be hired. "Not one piece of
new equipment is going to be purchased next year," Batt said.
Administration officials are facing
a five percent cut, according to Academic Vice President Arlene Okerhuid. Specifics on where the money
will be cut are far and few between,
since the actual state deficit is still up
in the air, Okerlund said.
"The reason we don’t know is
because the budget keeps fluctuating," Evans said.
He stated that one way administration plans to reduce its deficit is
to eliminate seven or eight positions, at a savings of about
$460,000.
"We will not be filling positions
that are vacant or become vacant
unless absolutely necessary. Quite
frankly, we’ll probably cut more
than that," Evans said. However,
vice presidential positions are not
among those threatened to be cut.
Evans said.
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Continuous Satellite Coverage
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Bellhop tells
champ how
to fightt
ATLANTIC CITY. N.J.
Bellhops are sup(AP)
posed to get tips, but here’s a
tip from one to Evander Holyfield on how to fight
George Foreman:
’ ’Stay away from him, just
stay away from him or he’ll
kill you," said Levi Forte,
who lost a 10-round decision
to Foreman in 1969 and currently works as a bellhop at
the Fontainebleau Hotel on
Miami Beach.
That’s what Forte told Muhammad Ali when All sought
him out at the same hotel before challenging Foreman in
1974.
After the second round.
All decided to go to the
ropes, cover up, throw flurries of punches and let Foreman tire himself. All won on
an eighth-round knockout.
Forte’s advice still stands
kw the 28-year-old Holyfield, who defends his heavweight title against the 42year-old Foreman on Friday
night.
has got a
"George
chance." the 50-year-old
Forte said. "If Holyfield
tries to mix it up early.
George will take him out, but
after three or four rounds Holyfield will do what he wants
to do.’’
Another former Foreman
foe doesn’t think Holyfield
will get the chance to dictate
the fight.
"I think George will
knock him out in four." said
Don Waldhelm, a bouncer at
a Brooklyn. N.Y., nightclub
who was knocked out in the
third round of Foreman’s pro
debut June 29.1969.
"He still has a lot of drive
left. The guy still has it upstairs. I expect Holyfield to
jab and run. hut I lolyfield is
easy to hit."
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Shea, Spartans look for respect in football
By Robert W. Scoble
Daily staff writer
The SJSU football team is the
Rtxlney Dangerfield of football
Even after winning the Cal Bowl
last season, it is still fighting for
respect.
"We can’t be just a flash in the
pan," said Terry Shea. the Spartan’s head coach as he explained
that his team is not expected, by
the national press, to repeat as conference champions in the fall.
But don’t count the Spartans,
who lost 26 players to graduation,
out of the race. Shea says that the
team has a lot of confidence left
from last year’s successes because
23 players are returning as seniors
in the fall.
The team will be hard pressed to
replace the Lyneil Mayo-Sheldon

SJSU gets set
for Spring
Alumni game
By Robert W. Scoble
Daily staff writer
It’s an age old battle: the young
against the old. The up and coming
against the out and going.
On April 27, the battle gets
fierce when the Spartan football
alumni come back to campus to
show the youngsters a new trick or
two during the Spring Alumni
Football Game.
"It doesn’t feel like I’ve been
away from it for one day," said
firmer SJSU coach Bob Bronzan.
who will coach the alumni team.
Fans will have a chance to meet
old and new before the game, during an autograph session at noon
and the game is scheduled to start
at 1:30 p.m. Half of the $2 admission price will be donated to the
San Jose Police Activities League
Football program.
"We’re really excited." said
Bill Laveroni. SJSU’s offensive
line coach, who helped organize
the game. "You will see many of
the familiar faces from last year’s

FOOTBALL
Canley-Ralph Martini crowd, he
said. But Shea told Spartan fans in
a Monday morning press conference not to worry because next
season will see a Colar-Washington-Smith package.
Shea expects Hesh Colar.
safety, to grab the spotlight in the
fall. Anthony Washington. a
rover, who Shea called "a dynamite player" and Freddie Smith
are all expected to lead the team to
new heights.
"We’re going to be even better." Shea said, but just don’t ask
him about the kicking game. It
worries him more than playing the
first five games on the road. Last
year, the kickers kept the team
from beating Louisville University
and the University of California.
Berkeley. This year, Shea says that
the kicking game "has been shot
full of holes."
David Bowen. place kicker, is
now going to a junior college after
having academic problems at
SJSU. "We have to start from
scratch again with our specialists." Shea said.
Also with a few holes, Shea
says. is the offensive line, which
he hopes to shore up with junior
college transfers in the fall.
The schedule though, presents
some challenges that are more
Kr, Wong
Daily staff photographer
unique than trying to kick a ball
through a pair of bars. Shea says
that he would have liked a different SJSU wide receiver Walter Brooks. #83 eludes during the first practice scrimmage game on Satschedule so that the fans could see defender Elliot Franklin. #36 to catch a pass urday. The Alumni Game is set for Apr. 27.
the Spartans play a little earlier.
He’s not that unhappy, but he ers." he said.
Central Michigan in the California 19.6 a% crage.
wants the fans to be able to watch a
* liesh Colar isalet)i. AccordThe players that will grab the Raisin Him I.
new era unfold.
* Brce Burnett (tight end). As
ing to the press sheet. satet was
headlines in the fall. Shea says.
"We have a gofx1 schedule. are:
a 1990 tirst-team All -Big West the least 01 his concerns as he
We’re a tough team mentally," he
* Bobby Blackmon (wide re- Conterem c choice. he tied for fifth racked up Ronnie Lott t;%pe resaid. "We talked long and hard ceiver). He led the team in pass re- in pass receR ito ss ith 23 recep- el ml I st seasim. As a 1990 secabout how we had to win on the ceptions with 39 and six touch- tions lot 451 .sards and four touch - ond -team .\ II -Big West selection.
road."
Bakersfield dim us. II recept ii in yardage total he as tied for second on the team
A
down grabs.
At the press conference, Shea Community College recruit, he is the third best in a season by a in tackles with 67. The third -year
Another letterman established a school retight end.
bragged about how the Spartan’s capped his season last year with Spartan
attitude will bring another winning three receptions for 50 yards in- Bakersfield recruit. Burnett was cord for most punt return yardage
season. "I sure see a tremendous cluding a 25-yard touchdown play the first SAll tight end to lead the in a season with .366 on 37 atflow of positive energy in our play- in the Spartans’ 48-24 win over team m yards per catch with his tempts.

team.
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for a change?

Awards Ceremony

will recognize student achievement and leadership!

Deadline to apply has been extended:
Applications/Nominations are now due on

Don’t miss
our special Asian Cuisine section this
7iursday in Center Stage

Thursday, April 11th. 1991
by 5:00pm
in the Associated Students Office
Third Floor, Student Union
in the marked box
Pick up Applications in the A.S. Office or
Student Activities and Services Office.
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Perez returns but
Surge take game
Its hr) an Gold
Daily statl venter

Mike Perez once a stand out quarterback for S.M. is now can Football. Below: Defensive coordinator Claude Gilbert and
starting for the Frankfort Galaxy in the World I.eague of Amer-- Head Coach Jack Elway of Frankfort talk before game time.
Photos by Mary Morello
Then

SJSU tops roster of
WLAF Galaxy team

iat-

ordwas
he

Perez. While at S.Ht . Pere/ led
By Bryan Gold
stilt( writer
the Spartans to consecutive Cal
quick Bowl appearances. In I9X6. Perez.
SACRAMENTO A
look at the roster of the Frankfurt then a junior, led the nation in total
Galaxy (2-2) of the World League offense. He said that he was not
of American Football shows that thinking about playing in Califorone university stands out more nia.
than once or twice.
"That really didn’t enter my
SJSU.
mind." said Perez, who completed
Two coaches and four players IX of 48 passes for 192 yards.
arc among the Frankfurt personnel "We could have been playing in
in its first year 44-4141404404S. Sat- Rtivvir-ani+-we-..,111 should have
urday at Hughes Stadium in Sacra- won the game. The object, no matmento. the SJSU connection re- ter where you play, is to win the
turned to competitive action in the game."
Golden State
For Elway. playing the last
All played key roles, however game of a three -game road trip in
the homecoming was spoiled by a Sacramento gave him an opportu1 6- 10 loss to the Sacramento Surge nity to see his wife before the team
left for Frankfurt on Sunda) to preJack Elway. head coach of the pare for a two-game homestand
Elway said that he was pleased
Galaxy and defensive coordinator
Claude Gilbert are together again. with the progress of the team and
Both have served as head coaches noted that former Spartans have
at SJSU as Gilbert replaced Elway played key roles.
In addition to Perez, Dasid
when he accepted a similar position at Stanford.
On the field, the shining star of
the Gala v s is quarterback Mike

re-

Daily
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cam
year
re -

’age
at
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SACRAMENTO -- As
starting quarterback for the Spartans in 1986-191(7. Mike Perez was
used to guiding his team to come
from behind victories.
In 1986, Perez engineered the
"Miracle on Seventh Street" as
the Spartans scored two late touchdowns to beat Fresno State. A year
later, he put SJSU into scoring position for a field goal that beat Cal.
However. Saturday at Hughes
Stadium in front of a crowd of 17.065. Perez couldn’t pull the rabbit
out of his helmet as the Sacramento Surge defeated the Frankfurt Galaxy 16-10 in a World
League of American Football
match.
"It was close but no cigar."
said Perez following his 1K for 48
effort where he finished with 192
yards. "We played half a game
and you can’t win when you play
only half a game. 1 take responsibility for this. My performance was
terrible."
Although Perez completed only
five passes in 19 attempts for 21
yards in the first half. the Galaxy
came to life in the second half as
the former SJSU quarterback
guided Frankfurt to a field goal
with 2:19 left in the game to set the
scene for an onside kick.
The kick was recovered by the
Galaxy. However, the team was
called for an illegal touch of the
kick as officials said the ball didn’t
travel 10 yards. Television replays
and Galaxy coach Jack Elway saw
the play differently.
"The onside kick was an interesting call." said Elway. who
coached at SJSU and Stanford before becoming the coach of the
Galaxy. "They called us for blocking. I will have to look that up in
the god damn officials hook."
On the second kick, the Surge
recovered. But following a series
that netted a negative 10 yards.
Sacramento punted the ball away
Diat-Int’ante has been uttfired on
the offensive line as the team’s
starting center. Dia/-Infante was
an SJSL’ assistant coach last season.
On the other side of the ball, two
former Spartans anchor the defense. Linebacker Yepi Pau’u.
who has also played in the Arena
Football League, is joined by fellow linebacker Chris Alexander.
Gilbert said that he is happy to
have some familar faces on the defensive unit, hut that does not stop
him from doing his job

and the Galaxy took over at their
own 25-yard line with 1:07 remaining in the game.
Perez passed and ran the Galaxy
into Sacramento territory. He cornpleted 2 passes for 33 yards and
ran for 11 more to the Surge 31 yard line. But the drive ended as
two passes tell incomplete and
both teams left the field with a 2-2
record.
"We played a tough, hardnosed
football game defensively, said
Surge head coach Kay Stephenson.
"We knew we had to."
-They did an excellent job."
Elway said. "They got the key
plays when thcv needed it. We
didn’t get them when we needed
it .’
One key play for the Surge included a fumble recovery by Kubanai Kalomho. After Pere/ fumbled
the snap, the 239-pound defensive
end scooped up the ball and lumbered 66 yards for the touchdown
as Sacramento closed to within 7-6
after the point -after-touchdown attempt was blocked.
The blocked kick was another
piece in a series of events that
marked the tone for the game. A
field goal was blocked, a field goal
was missed, each team faked a
punt (neither were successful as
the Surge puss was intercepted: the
other pass was incomplete) and
one person threw a punch at another player. The referee, standing
a few feet away. assessed the
George Foreman -like puncher a
10-yard penalty.
The game concluded a threegame road trip for the Galaxy. The
teani lost to London in Frankfurt
but then gained road victories
against San Antonio 11(1-3) and
New YorkiNew Jersey (27-17).
"Winning three games in a row
on the road is very difficult to do."
said Galaxy defensive c(x)rdinator
Claude Gilbert, another former
SJSU head coach. "Travel in this
league is awesome."
"1 know Oleic styles and it is
nice having them.- Gilbert said
’But we are really very objective.
We have a joh to get done."
That job included pulling the
plug on the Surge. Pau’u and Alexander recorded all three special
teams tackles while Gilhert’s defense allowed just one touchdown
and a field goal. The difference in
the game was a fumble recover) by
the Surge’s Kubanai Kalontho,
who returned it 66 yards for a
touchdown.

Way to go!
Where are you going to go after yuu graduate
with a degree in CS or EE? Vte can offer some
helpful directions.
Novell practically invented network computing, and we’ve been making all the
right moves ever since. That means you
have the chance to work onand help define -the industry standard in network technology And
we’re continuing to grow. That means more
opportunity as well.
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Karate Club takes tournament
fts John Bessa
Daily staff writer

Don Richey -Daily staff photographer

SJSU quarterback Ralph Martini congratulates
Bill Walsh who was honored as a distinguished

alumnus by the School of Applied Arts and Sc.ences. Walsh holds two degrees from SJSU.

Walsh stroked and poked at
SJSU fund raising banquet
By Jack Trageser
Daily staff writer

Hundreds of grey-haired, blueblooded alumni and various SJSU
representatives gathered Saturday
night to honor and at times poke
fun at Bill Walsh as the outstanding alumnus of the School of Applied Arts and Sciences.
Walsh is hest known for transforming the San Francisco 49ers
from perrenial losers into arguably
the hest team in the NFL, hut few
realize he graduated from, played
at. and was a graduate assistant for
SJSU hack in the 19(10s. Speaking
during the benefit dinner at the Red
Lion Inn, he was quick to share his
many successes with SJSU.
"When Jerry rice catches a
pass. he knows he’s an extension
of 45 other guys, and that’s how I
feel about San Jose State.** Walsh
said. " f*rn an extension of this
school."
If that’s true, then SJSU received written commendations
from President Bush. Governor
Wilson, Mayor Hammer and othcis. all in the name of Bill Walsh.
Public personalities in attendance
view Walsh’s hniadcast partner at

I lead basketball coach Stan
Morrison, who ;ilso coached the
freshman SJSU team in 1966-67
when Walsh was a graduate assis- Bill Walsh, tant. related a colorful story of
NBC commentator their first meeting:
"The guy had his head down,
NBC and Hinny award winner had a furrowed brow and was in
executive John some sort of depression." said
Dick Enherg.
McVay, Congressman Norm Min- Morrison. "I said to (then head
eta, Senator Al Alquist and SJSU football coach) Bob Broznan.
just met Bill walsh.* Broznan said
President Gail Fullerton.
You just met one of the great
Fullerton and Rose Tseng. dean
of the School of Applied Arts and coaches this country. will know.’ I
Sciences, presented Walsh with a said. ’I did
During the event, which turned
bronze sculpture and plaque that
will he on display soon in the out to he a combination tribute and
niast. easily forgotten was its fundEvent Center, near the entrance.
The actual $100-a-plate dinner. raising functions. Fullerton put it
highlighted by glazed salmon and in perspective in the heg
chocolate mousse, was sand- when she said "I am fit-) ple7
1
wiched between nostalgic speeches that vie have an opportunit
and flowing accolades. One of the honor Bill Walsh and also rmse
more genuine speeches was made sonie money for the School of Apby SJSU head football coach Terry. plied Arts and Sciences.’
Enherg reitterated the point by
Shea, who also presented Walsh
vvith his framed and tattered old saying "I know (Walsh) is here because he sincerely cares about the
jersey. number "58.**
"You can imagine how many education pn lees s
More than WI people %Acre in
times is head coach at SJSU that I
dravi reference to Bill Walsh," attendence to honor the outstanding SJSU alumnus
Shea said.

’I’m an extension of
ihis school.’

The SJSU Karate Club hosted
about 80 karate mavens in its
second annual karate tournament
Saturday. an event which SJSU
won, organizer and club member
Shinji Kamate said.
club
The
hosted
other
’Dojos’
tlie Japanese name
for a karate school or club, front
around the Bay Area. Kamate
said.
The tournament was comprised of two events
Kata and
Kumite. SJSI. is teams earned
first place finishes in both.
Kata is a dance -like display of
fighting techniques. The event is
divided into two classes
one
for a team consisting of three
members. and one tOr huh iduals. The team Kata. aon by
Stuart Sakai. June 1 enaka and
Milli Carey. is "kind of like
synchronized swimming." Ka mate said. The different teams
take turns performing the
"dances" in unison, side by

side. The individual Kau was
won by Sakai.
The Kumite. a sparring match
in which competitors "fight’’
each other to draw points, not
blood, was also divided into
team and individual categories.
Kamate said the collegiate competitors spar until one competitor
gains three points, usually for
[(lox\ s upon the other competitor’s upper body or head.
Fitch club was allowed to enter
two teams of three people each.
Kamate said.
Both teams earned the first
two places in the event. The first
place team 55 is made up of
Sakai. Kaniate and Nan Vuong.
The second place icani consisted
of Mike Guardmo, Jett I alfl and
Ste% en Fu. Kainate also %ion the
intik idual Kumite event, he said.
The clubs included groups
froI t ’Clierkelex . Santa Clara
tam coat
( ’ali! illu, Commutut) Colle,12e m Saniii Cruz. Other
participants :tine hom colleges
and unix cisme. throughout the

area, Kamate said, but they did
not appear with their Dojo.
"We were expecting more
(clubs), hut on the day of the
tournament it just turned out that
clubs came from only three
schools," he said.
The competition started at
9:30 a.m. and ended at 7 p.m.,
Kamate said. The intermission
set aside at the middle of the day.
gave one of the judges. Oshiro
Sensei of the Sho4in Ryu dojo of
Redwood City a chance to demonstrate a Kata. The SJSU club
also put on a demonstration of
basic attacking and detensise
techniques. Kaman: said.
After the toumanient was
o’er, Kamate said, the club
hosted the groups front the other
schools to pizza. Kamaie said.
"I xi as xery happx a ith the
way it turned out." he said. "We
came across a lot (it problems in
the last si ’. months of pi craw lions, hut it as all worth

Advertisement
THIS IS A PUBLIC NOTICE

Students find out where your money is going!
WHO:
WHAT:
WHERE:

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
PROPOSED 1991-92 BUDGET
ASSOCIATED STUDENT COUNCIL CHAMBER
STUDENT UNION THIRD FLOOR
WHY:
PUBLIC HEARING
WHEN:
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17,1991, 3 pm
This is a listing of the groups currently funded by the Associated Students.
The list shows the 1990-91 request and allocation and the 1991-92 request
and proposed allocation.
If you have any questions, there will be public hearing on Wednesday, April
17th in the A.S. Council CHAMBERS. If you want more information prior to
the 17th. please get in contact with the Business Administrator, Jean Lenart,
irt the A S Business Office, at 924-6210
.1990.9i

1 9 90 -

11190.91

nouns
+,9 .60FTICE
CAPITAL OURAV
lERICAL
UAW WINCE
COPYREID
USTODIANSHIP
EAKATION FEES
El ECTION BOARD
EuliPMEID RESERVE
EXECUTIVE
24SURNICE
CSC
EAGN. COUNSELING
EGAL SERVICES
EGiSLATHE
(SNARE SERVICES
WERATIES RESERVE
EROGRAM BOARD (NROA)
S STUD *SST
rats! RESERVE
AL STATE AFFAIRS
00.44905 REC CANTER
F GULLANDCHLUDEV
sERvICE MONS
Al RICAN AWARENFE.S MONT
,S A
ALA
LEON
1AGNTERETCOURYCNT
MOSS LANDINCT MARA*

ALLOCATION
S179.19400
$1109400
12900000
110.000 00
174.40800
_ US 291 00
110.06000
$400000
$20 46400
62 ono 00
$400000
$25 000 00
$2401000

REMIT MUERVRITE
WOMENS NEER
VADMENSTIA1 UNCERTAIN TE

$400000
02040400
112 OM 00
54 900 00
01 000 00
019 010 00
115 000 00
15 700 00
$4 000 00

$15 000 00
10.375 00
$400000
115.0o0 00
050,050 00
0139 73905

05.000 00
$14 03000
$111 631 00

$25 000 00
$16560000

07.000 00
$10000000

1112.6000o

$720000
030 000 oo
Ill 692 00

$102.39600
010,000 00
091.522 00
913,512 00
$4.200 00
829,867.00
$2.000.00
09.039 00
$7,000 00
519.01000
015,000 00
$8.399 80
14.000 00
95.000 00

.1 9 9 0 9 1
BUDGET COI
S100,395 00
$7,000 00
$91,522 00
89.772 00
$4.200.00
529.887 00
52.000 00
56.509 00
86.000 00
$18.510 00
115.000 00
$8.400 00
04.000 00

935.040 00
5137.174 21
$700000

95.000 00
835.840 00
S119,000 00
$100000

$1/13730 00
912900.00
850.00000
021.690.00

$109,000 00
510.000 00
970,00000
919.150 00

810.555.00
992.229.00
$124.474.00

90.00000
$82,441 00
Si 10.631 00

13.100 00

810,/0000
56.071 42

87.000 00
83.700 00

114 157 40

$2.500 00

$2.4911.98

$2.500 00

54 510 00
$5 300 00
16 104 3

82.500 00
03.38600

56.350.00
$17,510.00

82.500 00
05,100 00

1650003

16.13440

SI .500 00

175 00000
$21.092 2S
$000000
1414 541 00
01111.103 00
00 970 00
13 10005

MST SUNOERWRITE
PASU
R SOY P00113ALL

$13 772 00

1

REQUEST

$050000
104.541 00
$115 233 00
67 cao 00

16.34100

61440 00
11.13090

$1 063 76
$1 000 00

171440
$1,00000

$010000

$3400 00

8150000
85,19000
$011. 76
91.000.00

81.036 00
930
$1 000 00

$430000

$2.400 00

87.8

CALMECA
7009(101030 00 MOO
SHAC
APPLIED ARTS A SC IFIX.E

$14 257 05
110464 10

014250 00
03 269 00
1112 476 00

CONCERT CHAR
GWELAN ENSEMBLE

129,009 40
03 316 44
111 25076

JAM PISMO E
OPERAINCASSUP
PERCUSSONSSEIELE
ALEC TROACOUSTIC SRXENT
MARCHING& PEP 11N409
SWAPHONC ENO

$10.351 01
11,435116
14,34220
123.600 00
$27.326 85
REVD 47

08.10200
$119200
$100000
110.000 00
810 744 oo
$128300

FIADio TV NEWS
CCILE41111A

SJSU left fielder Paula Lexx is catches the’ ball
during the first game of a doubleheader against

Ill. -Santa Barbara. The Spartans lost Ow game
2-0 but came back to take the nightcap 3-2.

Spartans split weekend doubleheaders
Daily stall report
I 11110111M

5iui,

.i11,1

IC-SaIllii

split
Ing W est ((nteicike doubleheaders will the Sp.uu tan softball 11:11111
at PAL Stadium
On Friday SISU dropped a
pitchers duel to tittht.rankcd Fullerton Slate. 1-1) ’tiffany Boyd
shut down the Spartans through
seVeIl innings for a complete game
victory, impnwing her season record to 23-4. Fullertim i17.11-1.
13-6-1 in the Big West) siored its
lone run in the top of the seenth
it1111,11i1 L’,1111c ii, 1,155 11. 11151 to

The Spartans then tried to put a
rally together in their half of the inning by loading the bases with one
out. But a strike out and fl y out
ended that threat and the game.
SJSI1 turned things around in
the secord game. hammering out a

7 2 slitot) S.ISU sit tail Ike(’
rims in the second inning and four
in the fourth. as Lisa Wehren
threvi a complete game six -hitter ti
even her record at 5-5.
Spartan sophomore Noleana
Wocklard provided all the punch in
game tut). slamming her first Career lii line run in the fourth inning.
an inside -the -park grand slam.
A day later. UC-Santa Barbara
posted the same results against
winning the first game on a
shutout. then falling in the nightcap
Right tickler Woodard continued on her hot streak against the
1-14, 7-17 in the Big
Gaucht is
West). slugging a bases- loaded
double with No, out in the bottom
of the seventh inning, go ing SiSt ’
a 1-2 come -from -behind v icti iry. in
the second game.

I he Spat tans v,eic (lomat 2-1
going into the scentli. %s hell
V64111(1111.11 Ii iii I the shot In light
field. scoring Je1111.5, Col ik and
1)arcy Staples for the ty in and
winning runs. Senior Leann 1
pitched a Ike -hitter to even hei
at 4-4 on the seam in
The win gave SJSU head , odd’
Kathy Strahan her 200111 dicer
%ictory in her eighth seasi iii ;IN a
collegiate head coach. She is 200
212 .,L’I.111. III six years at 5151’
and INA( yeais at Cal Shoe Dimii
ngticz I lilts
The weekend c(intests
SJSC’s iccord to 18 Is metal’. 7
17 111 Big \Vest play
’p next ha the Spartans is Sill
:11111

\it’s%

\IC1,

Vv’ediresd
and limpidity nights at 6 p in al
PAI. Stadium

$4,150 00
12,076 00

SYMPHEINTORCHESTRA

12,41000
10.357 00

827.200 00
$10,594 89
$23.552 69

$14.294 00
$2,385 00
110.962 00

13.36200
813,093 40
110,083 42
51,937 25

87.35000
$15029 00
$6,108 00

$4.571 95
$76.600 00

$71500
$1,072 00

$15.052 40
$8,585 91

511,600 00
08.077 09
16,71no 00

54,06200
1T22,89319

860,821 00

13.611 44

$2 632 00

ITIEVERSITY CHOMPS

9130,34153

072 053 00

MUSIC SUB-TOTAL
DAME
ANAA
Iv FILM raocuc
THEATRE ARTS SUITTOTAL
in, rulif IDES

$1,00090
1121317 00
$2003000
159 35.1 00
114,744.00

15,000 DO
110 514 00
$9 040 00
824 074 00

$111,1 311. 14
031,232 00
830.740 00

$1,000.00
110.933 00
$9 1 1000

$81,107 74

114,744.011

$17,012.00

$26,109 00
114,140 00

126500 00

$50000
120.775 00

$509 00
$1 7.500 00

$27543131

$3574400
1132.701 00

839.857 00
0242,057 09

012,744 Of)
SI 116674 00

112,00000

110,000 00

14.403 70
116603 70

$4,104 00
114904 00
112.21100

$12,000.00
S10,002 47

11,000.00
$0.3 74 00
$1 7,374 00

FDLIAGARTIF
;UM/17100AV
A!1. Sill 1o1A1

$00000
$2050000
150 000 00
$e5 744 00

$10000

52.560 00

HUMANITIES A ARTS TOTALS
roPEISICS
114011 RFS CRT
SOCIAL SCIENCE TOTALS
RA Acc46001401 EFT’S
ACADEMIC SUPPORT TOTALS
SPii111

612 261 00
012,20100
110,010 00
$10200000

112.291 00
$1011000
1102.266 00

$4200747
917914 00
$12 874 00
124,0113,00
0200.000 00

All-Silt’, UPI

$1024000

0113.240 00

S724.993 00

$1257400
812,074 00
$12.413.00
$102,000 00
$1 i4,4 i1 00

8544.927 30

1277,829 00

811 7.509 01
1124.474 00
1611,279 53

66119015 00
$11003100

$544.927 38

1277,629 00

PAK 1 WOO

11,101,100.00

ATTERCOLL Anil ET TOO
815 TRLETICAIALL Y RELATED
AC MIT ES C000110 TOT
ASS STUDENTS
SERVILE OFIGNAZATION
97110EN1 ORGAN
INSTRUCT REL Ad
GRANO TOTAL

1432,000 10
00043016
$110.103 25

1077,4112 00
119211

147,00110
1432.008 111

0511000
$211210 oo

91,47169TP

01,191,100.410

$30.105 00
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Check Out

CenterStage
Every Thursday!

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Ram to 5 per
Full benefits

DENTAL SERVICES

Cr.211 Unlon
Medical Insurance

STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now’

visits at no charge
For brochure sere
AS Ohic or call
1-800-655- 3225
DON T BUY BEER

Make your own’

Complete instructions’ 1-900-726E1916 SS 00 call
HEADING FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER’
Jet there anytime Leith A1RHITCH
tor S769 horn the West Coast
6160 from the East Coast’ IFIe
ported in NY Times & Let Go’i
AIRHITCH

Call 212 864 /000

RENTERS NOTE"’ Do you went the
landlord to keep your security de
posit or do you went it bad." 101
tips on how to gel your ofKuroly
deposit
back
Send
$595
Ichock moi to JM See Produc
Dons Boo 36126 Dept 61 San
Jose 95151 or cell 41:16 266 3746

14081727-9793
between San Tomas Olcott
ARTISTS WANTED
COMMERCIAL
For Stockton advertising agency
Rot t, entry and senior level pdio
lions available Full-time horned
ale opening Applicant must have
knowledge of advertising design
mg ads logos end sales pi..
computer designing and typeset
Ong and all phases of mechanical
Previous work experience
ad
prefer.a’d but not necessary Stu
deols who wi11 graduate Spring
9i are welcome to apply Zeroe
copies of work and your retone
must be aubroined to
Ms Donna Yee Art Director
KEN FONG ADVERTISING INC
VOW Adams Street
Stockton CA 95204 5338
Ph 209 456-0366
COUNSEL OR DIRECT CARE
at lorai
Stall

AUTO INNOVATIONS
Competitive prices to,
all of your solo need
Whdrts tires & much
more tot price quotas
call Orlando 920-9277
Mouth) Stove of 437
0746 915 0111011.9.,1
SJSU Student
SEIZED CARS trucks boats 4 wheel
molorhornee by FBI IRS
er
DEA Avoidable your ar. now
Call I 605 611) 7555 est C 1255

COMPUTERS
WE ARE LOOKING to, soy PA WOE
who mattes sells Appk. Mac
parlicipallon lot
products in
C.11
FDGOOS1
Cluote
T thine Cl 924 too‘

FOR SALE
REDS’ MAT TRESS SETS New Twin
S65 Full $95. Queen S149 King
S1611 Yds get both pieces Bunk
beds rhiybods r hestbeds 399 &
Dresser

op

headhoord
.1

notestand
mord
Four pie. bedroom
Chest of dowers

St.
(41S)745 0900

We will bell anyone

prices.

HELP WANTED
JOBS for the ENVORON
WENT Pass laws to slop air pot
hoon *Ow pollution and pasto
&
Semeeler
poisoning
coda

ACTIVIST

Career Oporto.
lies Earn $S learn about 111. is
sues call DANA (415)323-5164
summer lobs

AEROBIC SUPERVISOR NEEDED to
coon:Ono. nn campus Sportate
robK program Teaching speorl
enc. and .robic confetti-Moon re
golfed Prefer Rev reolion I ol.ore
Studies or HoP mom. Must be a
current Coded M 25 hour.
Training to begin 8
week
Apply by 93 91 in Ihe Student
S.W.. OffIc nest
Activities
to the Pub 924-9950 for into
ALL SHIFTS AVAII ABLE
No doper fence nereasory
97 Alto to start
WEEKI I PAY
F oill Onto or part lime
Apply Monday FOrlay

Ca 95055
LOOKING FOR CREATIVE energetic
person to organize promote and
execute
social
events
a d
iodides Parthrne hes hours Coll
Valene at 292 1141
MODEL SEARCH 91
Crismopoirian
international modeling agency
F tor fashion print
seeking M
and TV commerce! wort. For
trite ...Ilan Call 374-6090
PART TIME’ INTERNATIONAL RETAIL
CHAIN On bosoms. sin. 16881
has 200 full and part -tin» posi
twos in retell sales and customer

avail Start $et $6 25 hour
Call1408 14411- 3953

and Social Work students’ Call
377 S412 or 377 1494

POP SYSTEMS HAS JOB ope.ng. in
Nip tech computer industry Es
regent emerieroc and IlesIble
hours F 7 and P T soles reps Call

41S S85 5661

24

hour
EVENT PRODUCTION ARTIST
NEEDED tor Northern California
and Nightclub Re
Goy Res.
sponsibotilies to include graphic
production for ortewlising and
sogns

set and prop design and
construction and coordination of
Pp...kyr dogged
events
nor ossary Salt doyen person
moot Salary range or $421107000
per month tor May Into Sapient
ten dependIng On abilities Sand
work roslory and personal de
scrIptoon to Production orb.
The Woods Resort PO boa 1690
Guerneville CA 99446
EXCITING SUMMER JOBS at Northern
flosorts Nog.
Gay
Collfornia
clubs Openings delble May 1 &
20 Mho September 3 Traonong
no erperlenc nor
proylcled
dos., Gocel employment history
and ,,,,, once. a nowt Positions
avoilable Bartenders boob.ks
housekeepers front desk gar
security
mai....
dodos
!manager and stall o line cooks
dishwastier food undus cowl
buspeople I or ton and profits
hle summer lob send wo,0 hos
personal description and
posloons desired lii Employment
tory

The Woods and Fifes Resorts PO
Boo 1690 Goerneville CA 95446
FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
310011l0 oust one week
E’en up to
311.1010. your
, amino. orgonholion
Plus rho,. al
15000 more’
This program work. No
investment need. Call
900 917 0528 P.151)
EOODSE RVE RS WANTED to, lunch
shIhs Rowty Snoop. Restate..
1235 Mamie. Parry Sunnyvale

AVAILABLE NOW OR RESERVE or
Fell Lrg 2 bdrin 2 bath O. cable
microwave,
secured
parking
quiet ideal for up to 4 students
4111 & WillIam C011947-0803

i40111944 0301 eel SOO F T A PT
shop erelong cMie rail ester,
soon 400
PHONE

INTERVIEWERS
NEEDED
ASAP for lift Bilingual desired
but not required Contact voko
Reba al 974 5334 or SJSU Soc.
logy Departmonl in DMI/ 2404
until.% 24 91

costs call HOWARD RICA
Formers Ins 011379-926i
tots competitive rate
discounts tor GOOD
DRIVERS GOOD STUDENTS
rind NON SMOKERS Cali
Oslo, all of your

1409137’ -0488
1645 S Ba.om Ave
Campbell

AFRO AM TEACHER SEEKS Asian
Polynesian tang cull .change
gang to Haw. in July Want to
408 2591404 after 6

SERVICES

electrical
end
technic.
comporter
math by
Professional

reefing
writing

1.chors tor our pre Si-fool
school age and infant
programs We need full..
and part time caregivers
Weide hours avelable
for hill lime students
Forty morning thotts

From offices a her Socks horn
tempo. retervolionist commu
rd.* wIth ’radii agents via lel0
phone to develop promote and
sell customised hovel itineraries
Successful applicants will have
e Pl..nt telephone voice
eSartes

AD RATES, minimum 3 LINES ON ONE coy

A

One
Day
Ines

or educaloon redder,

TRAVEL SAL ES RFSERY A TIONIST
Wholesale tour operator special
Icing In opscle tours to Hawali
hes seven el hill lime liumne. Po
Pen lint. work
snlons volable
’hey be possibility in ho lett

A

customer

eery,

skIlls
Computor or typing skills
ef krtiltillrty to wort some week
end shifts

English leacher mist

325S tost SI 1st Fl 253-0700
7...PING is Solecd ID yrs legal dp
all hours neat De Anal Valk
Swann. 446- S6S8

Editing assistance gi.n
rop grommet’ sentence structure
Use Word Perfort
Yrth ester It
Willow Glen Area
A

TYPING IS BACK & better then
Great low rates 4 pro dual
tIY Pock .17 & *hive, availobl
270-4316 lode message

CALL LINDA TODAY to, itsperlenced
cord processing
pr011eeMnal
Theses term pop... group pro

TYPING WORD PROCESSING
Se, vOC
Roasonable ranee
Morgen Hill
Call CATHY at 408 774 7117S
TYPING & WORD PROCESSING
92 per page
EILEEN 720-1450

WORD PROCESSING L TR DUALITY
PRINTING PHOTOCOPIES
MORE’
Superior Svc
Papiins Resumes
PN.00OPV 129 pages mati
CECILIA
408 2236102
WO pr. 52 25 pg St S ho
which... Its.
So SJ

owls etc All formats incooding
APA Ocioclo rotten Transcription

1st TIME CUSTOMERS 201. LESS’

serviCes

avellable
Almaden
Brenham area Cell 265-4504

III

12 degrees 70 yd.. step o

NMI

Li[i[i[i[i[i[RimmiumimiliiHririmitiLintiiut

600 426 6441 est 277

16 Morn 9 .30.mi avail...
Call 257 7376 Sor onus

IMMIN

$O 50-32 page

Good speliong and gramma
also help Led Mrs

lissome. Cover Letters
APA Tumble., MLA tourneys

To reserve you,
cell Pie, 9212309

II

TYPING WOROPROCESSONG
Macintosh laser Print
Notes POW. WT."’
rly.tslesume. etc Fr.. .toting
Dolornann Business Cantor

GyouP AinF’norl’eri;n"seltudeyonuIs
welcome Call BARBARA
at WRITE TYPE

660 A McKsse

1III

TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
nest to Ortginal Joe

A NEATL0 TYPED PAPER
gets low oest grade

Pickup avail

APA eyed Accurate stork
laser output 12 25 double spored
page 7 min from campus nes,

wrotong Redo:road.
Annotled bibliographies
o 415,114 I 01030

theses poet grad
Nom POPer
ualit work Neer Sande<
279
6395 Foot turnerOund Satistac
guarenteed

1401112e5 74311

come

Berke/toy

SERVICE TYPING
word processing desktop pub
loaning grophic design A layout

Susan 4081947-6157 Son Jo.

ASK tot MARSHA 2569008
Grad Th.. Term Pope.

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL Desk
lostPubloshing A Word Pro
ceasing papers th.ls ’escrows
reports A group prot.ts wel-

WRITING RESEARCH SERVICES
Pepe
hews development

PROFESSIONAL

1 1[1[][1[1[1H1 till 111[11 II. ILILJULAILJLThIl_JLJUL IL.lillil_11_.111
II WI
[i[i[iririri[][imin[iririnrinuintin II H II It- 11 11 11 1111 11 11-1 I
1-1[1[ II 11 1HEM1[1[1HE 11 11 11 11- 11 11 11 1111 11 11 11 If 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 1 I

TEACHERS SUBSTITUTES.
Small World SchOols is hiring

E C E

Close to campus
EVEL ON 270-8014

Low-cost *doing & graphics
Call Pout -Virginia -251-049

PRINT YOUR AD I Ilk

trolning Average urnmer rn
togs range Se SI 5 000 Stud..
PainterI

your papers look & BE theo beet
Any format Call

Call Arlene at

SERJET Atfordoble accurate &
lest’ Spoil Gram cher. available

Engine. at Cuporlino ono. lab
evenings
Days
weisierid
alp hr Mr Gayle, MAL 996-0743

IIIN I

MANAGEMENT
INTER
interviews now oolong
place Gaon valuable cop man.
Ingo warn al employ.s custom
wit and suppliers Successful op
plicants will undergo .lensove

doper...iced professional ’yds,
AIRS WPM
matte

CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports term paps. resumes
letters & more POSTSCRIPT LA

PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL

cell 238-6271
SUMMER
NSHIP

ALL ARRANGED’ Mordeble

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’

3146
TUTORING

nol ere con help if you
real heron hurt We Lvioo

dependable service

Cali Anna 972-4991

prep./soon All Md.
00.1111. erritor Returnee
Editing Academic proldsionel

A TT OPINE VS
Morn, Ace Wont Spaniel

CHECK puncluatIon gramme
asei.tance 611 5010 guaranteed’
Call PAM 24’-768t ears -g, tOr
worry tree professional

etc Grad & Lindero,.
Avaolable b1 appl
L ado Printer

Electronocs

ELECTROLYSISCLINIC’ Unwantort
haor removed fonder SPECIAL
1ST Confidential your very own
probe or disposable Call 247
7466 135 S Boywodl Av. San
Jo.

reports group papers resumes
loners the.s laserprinter
etc All formats plus APA Silt L

LET ME DO THE TYPING
’lissomes term papers Me..

call Jim al 723-

resumes whatever Science &
English papers our specialty
FREE spelltheck storage

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
*oral:hod...ono Term pope.

AAH" Too many reports
and not enough lime,

LEARN TO EL I"
S18 hr tor private commercial
night reviews ond oh arrcroft

WORDpr..sors fan..
with APA Torabien formats
to, roports papers Moses

turnarou. Call TOM
ar 292-4096

95008

TYPING

Electrolysis by Patricia R F

oat. Whether Insured d
STUDENTS’ SCHOOL AND CAREER"
11 easy with Discovery Toys I II
help you succeed For into pocket

and low airfares
408 097-3641

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
for students & locuity

EXPERIENCED FAST

al 947-7873

WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO’ US
Hawaii Mesico’ Mato you, veco
lion pions .rty to, best price.

GET READV FOR SUMMER"
Perrnanont Hair Removal

CAN YOU TYPE THIS" Sure’ Desk lop
publishing
word prnceSaIng
quick return
Call DEBBY 408
276-7837 Las., Duality

ACME TYPING & WORDPROCESS.NG
Clow to campus Fast

ported in NY Tlrne & Let
Go’i
AIRHITCH Call 112 864-2000

insurance need.

For more .nto

Neer campus
Reasonable rates
Call WENDY

HEADING FOR EUROPE
THIS SUMMER"
Jel there anytime veld. IlitliTCH
fOr $265 from the West Coast
so. horn the East Coast’ irie-

We give substantel

ch.k outs Special introductory
night from SJC to lob only $30

PERSONALS

Fast turn-arOund

CHRISTMAS SPRING BREAK
SUMMER TRAVEL FREE
Alt coders needed and cruiseshop robs Call I 605-6152-7555 trel
F-1661

....on your budget
due to fining Insurance

2 BOOM

ACCURATE AND DEPENDABLE
TYPIST AVAILABLE

TRAVEL

DON T GET CAUGHT
DRIVING UNINSURED’
It you are f.lIng

291 2019 or 748-7076
bath apartmernt Walk or
rode hike to school 7905 11 th St
sundry tecolities security bulk*
ing ,able TV avail clean A quid
remodeled Garage avail on fluil
come first served bowls 3790
S600 per rim I 4 adults students
Call manade ai 288 9157

Campbell C

Employment or student
visas 244-3392

GAIL
LARGE SUNNY ROOM W BATH
foil
house ptioileges Near harbor and
walking dostance to Hwy 17 cop
Mop 5400 mo incl utilities Call
Valero M479-9862

Em 6-15-91
Call Trish al 14081379-3500
Moir Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E Campbell Ave
’7

consullatIon Accodent
Law Center 2156 The
*tornado San Jose 244-3340
IMMIGRATION LAW CENTER

CONDO FOR RENT
Tahoe North
Shore Sleeps 10 Forepl. 13130
wash dry kitchen Ski cress lake
Close by Weekly or daily rates
Phone 14081353-413e and ask tor

go’ Call Al

501. DISCOUNT
On all p.,meoeorcosrn.rius
Enhance your natural ...city.’
EYE LINER -EYEBROWS
LIPS CHEEKS
SMALL SCARS BLENDED

There mono charge tor

HOUSING

near Wonc nester $400 per month
. of ottotws Coll Stacey 14081

and during your Summer break
For orof carnation Call San Jose
14081977 3661 or Los Golo.4081
534 1076 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS’

message into

San Jo. C 95113

Work hours sot around your
school schedule’ Starting pay
rote SI, 25’ Earn 0135 for
12 hr

CARE
DIRECT
COUNSEL OR
STAFF to wort *oho 00 and Au
helix children Part ome A toll
Orne Groat expert.. tor Psych

EARN 1500 WK ASSEMBLING prod
cols at home’ Posy’ No boss’ Set
your own hours’ Fr. recordad

Classoc Hawaii
1 No First SI 3rd Floor

ROOM MATE WANTED ME roommate
wanted in nice 4 bedroom house

ternships availed* scholarships
awarded & earn 24 credos on
our fully .credited work expert
once program Can slay on foil
lime during your Spring break

do all of the work and
You will end up linancially far stronger and
sale, than if you try
In settle your own cue
Many years. sr sport..

Re.rvationists
r.ifive
paid
training end. base .lary plus incentives Apply on pe,eon et

service temporary and perm.nont positions woth N.D. hours

work week 3225 tor 70 0,5 $450
for 400,.
No odperience re goofed training provided Paid in

es, jefitialfcc Ores
for young adults&
adoleecent or autism
& related chub.,
ies FT PT positions

our us the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION for our lost.
rnony meetings on Wednesdays
at nocio In the Montalvo Room

AUTOMOTIVE

cruiselines and other tropical
resorts Let our informative
guide shots you how Send
$6 9510 A AM Publoc adios
00 Box 3728 Santa Clare

3211 Scott Blvd
Santa Clow C

TAKE A BREAK in your *wee Come

Student Union For more informs
non call Karen al 247 4409

JOBS IN PARADISE
loamn how hi obtain as citing
new careers with CLUB MED

VANGUARD SECURITY SVCS

Save your teeth ayes
and money too
Cleanings sold office

245 2511 Apply ME 2 30-5 00

Two
Days

F011f
Days

Fly.
Days

$670 $740

$800

Three
Days

$500 $600

Please check
your classification:

Name
Address
City/State

4 Ines

$600 $670

$740 $810

$880

5 hoes

$700 $740

$810 $8 80

$960

6 Imes

$800 $870

$940 $1010 $1080

Zip

Phone

Each adlibonal line $100
Each addsonal day $1 00

SEMESETER RATES, Au.

ISSUES

5 9 lines $70 CO 10-14 lines $8000
15 19 loes $tun

Questions? Cali (408) 924-3277

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER OR CASE TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
Claccrlerl desk

located inside Wahlquisl L ibary North 102

Deadline: Two days baba. publication Consecutive publications dales only
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Spartans rally to salvage
hockey series with UCSD
Daily staff report

Nearing the end of its inaugural
season, the SJSU ice hockey club
took a major step forward last
weekend by hosting two games
with UC-San Diego at Eastridge
Ice Arena.
The Spartans lost the first game
on Saturday. 7-4, but rallied in the
last minute to tie Sunday’s game 33.
"It was a real pleasure to play in
front of the home crowd for
once," said Steve Stich, club
founder and president.
A crowd of more than 2(X) filled
the ice arena Saturday night. but
were disappointed early when the

’I think we gave them
two exciting games and
I hope they come back
to see us play both this
year and next season.’
Jeff Waite,
SJSU team captain
Tritons heat Spartan goaltender
Paul Legerski only 1:15 minutes
into the opening period.
The Spartans turned the tide.
however. dominating the rest of
the first period with goals by Dennis Chili, Corrado Fabbro and Anthony Anderson. After getting a 3I lead. SJSU slowly let the game
slip away despite another goal by
Chiu in the second period. The
slide was mainly due to a barrage
of penalties that often left the team
short-handed.
"We had a good effort in a hard-

hitting game but we didn’t handle
the penalty-killing situations very
well and UC-San Diego took advantage of it." Spartan Couch Ron
Glasgow said.
Still, the game was close until
the final minute when the Spartans
pulled Legerski for an extra attacker in an attempt to tie the game
but were burned for an empty net
goal.
The next day, the strategy would
prove successful. however, as
Gordie Turner stuffed a gametying goal through a pile of bodies
and into the Triton net with only 20
seconds left. The Spartans had
pulled goalie Andy Lutz with one
minute left, hoping to come back
from a 3-2 deficit.
Turner said. "It wasn’t very
pretty. Mike (Asearrunz) shot it on
net. Dan eZenIO drove into the pile
for the rebound and the puck
popped onto my stick. so I just
shoved it in
The teams were within one goal
of each other the entire game.
SJSU holding leads of 1-0 and 2-1.
before falling behind in the third
period. Zenk and Ascarrunz had
combined for the first goal of the
game in the second period, as Zen k
fed a pass to his right wing and Ascarrunz beat the San Diego goalie
high on the short side. The Spartans’ second goal came from the
stick of Cody Smith. who already
had three assists Saturday night.
"We really appreciated all the
people who came out." SJSU team
captain Jeff Waite said. "I think
we gave them two exciting games
and I hope they come back to see
us play both this year and next season.

Did you know . . .?
In winning the 1930 National
League pennant with a strong finish. the St. Louis Cardinals were
21-4 in September.
In the Cardinal victory over
the A’s in the 1931 World Series.
Pepper Martin of the winners batted in five runs, scored five times,
stole five bases and batted .500.
Earle Combs of the Yankees
scored the winning run in the
fourth and final game of the 1927
World Series on a wild pitch by
John Miljus of the Pirates.
Howard Ehmks. a littleknown reserve pitcher. worked the
first game of the 1929 World Series for the Philadelphia Athletics
against the Cubs and won by a
score of 3-1.
Reggie Jackson of the Yankees hit five home runs against the
Dislgers in the 1977 World Series,
setting a record.
The 1927 New York Yankees
went through the season without
making a trade.
Slugger Ted Williams stole
only 24 bases during his major
league career.
Babe Ruth. who started his
career as a pitcher, won his last
game in that capacity in 1933
while still with the Yankees
Three weeks before their 73-0
loss to the Chicago Bears in the
1940 NH. title game. the Washington Redskins had defeated the
Bears. 7-3.
In their 73-0 kiss to the Bears
in the 1940 NFL title game. the
Redskins gained a total of five
ards in 15 rushing attempts.
The regular season scoring record for both teams in an NH.
game is 113 points. set in 1966
when the Redskins heat the Giants.
72-41.
The first score in Super Bowl
competition was a touchdown
made by Max McGee ol the Packers against Kansas City in 1967.
In four losing Super Bowl
Games. the Minnesota Vikings totaled 14 points, an average of
slightly more than one touchdown
Per game.
One of the teams in the NFL

in 1920. the first year for the
league. was called the Buffalo AllAmericans.
The only NFL championship
game Coach Vince Lombardi ever
lost was in 1960. when his Green
Bay Packers were defeated by the
Philadelphia Eagles. 17-13.
The Hambletonian. now held
at the Meadowlands in New Jersey. was also staged at five other
tracks.
The winner of the first Hambletonian in 1926 was Guy McKinney.
Calumet Farm, which won
eight renewals of the Kentucky
Derby. won the 1931 Hambletonian with Calumet Butler.
Star’s Pride was the sire of a
record eight winners of the !Iambletonian
In 1924. All-American Red
Grange of Illinois scored 15 touchdowns by rushing in eight games.
Pro football Hall of Earner
DIM Hutson scored only three
touchdowns for Alabama in college ball hut made 104 for the
Green Bay Packers.
The star college and pro football quarterback. Eddie LeBaron.
was only 5-feet-7.
Sid Lockman, a member
the Pro Football Hall of Fame I’
a losing record in college as a
lumbia quarterback.
John Majors, player and
coach at Tennessee, was second iii
the Heisman voting in 1956.
011ie Matson of San Fran,
University made 21 touchdow ii
nine games in 1951.
The
legendary
Brom,’
Nagurski played both tackle and
fullback for the University of Mill
nesota.
Jim Thorpe. playing cull.
football for Carlisle. averagcd yards per carry on 433 attempts
Hall of Fame pitcher Chat ItRadhoume was called "Old
because of his stamina.
Pitcher Ed Walsh had a record
52 complete games for the Chicago
White Soy in 1905.
This report WM compiled by the
Associated Press.

,nette Glicksman - Way stall photographer

SJSU second baseman Mark O’Brien is forced out at the plate urda)’s game against (AL% . Ihe Rebels won the game 7-5 and
ith the bases loaded in the bottom of the
g during Sat. iiltimatel swept the three-ganne series at Municipal Stadium.
th

Slump hits six with latest losses
Daily staff report

The mid-season -,liiiitp w wsened
for the SJSU baseball team, losing
a three-game series to UNLV at
Municipal Stadium during the
weekend. The Spartans have now
lost six in a row
SJSI ’ blew a 4-2 lead in the third
inning on Sunday, capping the
three-game sweep. ’Ube Spartans
17-21. 1-6 in the Big West)
scored three runs in the third in -

SPARTANS 0, 5, 4
REBELS 2, 7, 5
HIGHLIGHT: Chris
Martin pitched a nine-hit,
two-run complete game,
despite getting tagged with
the loss,
ning to erase a 2-1 defecit. Ken
Henderson had a two-run single in
the inning and Jason Drotar added
a two -out, run -scoring double.
UNLV i 20-17. 6-3) scored a run
iii the fourth, then took the lead in
the seventh inning on Tim John sr in’s two-out double, vy loch
scored pinch -runner M.J. Manani
and Tory Miran. thus put the Rebels on top tor good, 5-4.
In the bottom of the ninth. SJSU
pinch -hitter Pete D’Emco singled
with one out off of UNI.V reliever

Lance Schuennann. Rebel relieve’
Larry Luchetti then allowed a walk
to pinch -hitter Matt Wollaston and
a single to Dave Dzierski to load
Hank ’Tagle then entered
the has,
the game and induced Mark
O’Brien to hit a grounder hack to
the mound. where Tagle forced the
runner at home tor the second out.
Tagle then got Jorge Mora to
ground out to the shortstop to end
the game.
Schuermann 1.1-21 earned the
, pitching 5 1:3 inwin for t
nings of scoreless relief. He allowed just two hits, while striking
out sty Mike Rausch took the loss
for SJSU. increasing his w
record to 0-5.
On Saturday, SJSU lost 7-5
Brian Boehringer 16-3’ earned the
win for UNI.V. despite allowing
14 hits and five runs He struck ow
five Spartans in his complete-game
effort. Mark Ringkamp (6-31 suffered the loss for SJSU, allowing
all seven runs in six -plus innings.
while recording tour strikeouts.
UNLV withstood a three -run
post the Big
ninth inning rally
West ( ’ornerence 55 in in the second
caulk.
With two out in the ninth, pinch
hitter Dave [Mersin singled home
Craig Jacobs. George (’hloe:Ills
followed with a walk . then Steyr.
scoring
singled,
Anderson

Is "Political Correctness"
killing independent
thought and speech on
America’s
campuses?

tic

ILLIBERAL
EDUCATION
The Politics of Race
and Sex on Campus
By Dinesh D’Souza

A New Kind of Hotel
Remember I ’II For
I .roduatiovi
6%41(11nm,
Reunions
l’arenl Wiyirliend

Ask For Special San Jose State Rates
one and two bedrooms Fully equipped kitchen.
All
Li eing rooma with wood -burning fireplaces Satellite television
’,,mplimentsry continental buffet breakfast ’Outdoor pool It jaccusi

For More Information or Reservations call Marriott’s
111,14IDENCF: INN San Jose
2781 Routh Beacom
(’A 95008
elmpttell.
14051 5511 1551

RESIDENCE INN Silicon Valley fall
I. 760 Lakeway Dr. 11.1080 Stewart Dr.
Sunnyvale, CA 940114
14010 720-8893, est. 414

"Recounts, in it manner both responsible
and chilling, the atrocities that ravage our
campuses. Whatever your politics, read it."
Et ’gene I). (;ctinvese, The .Vett Republic
"...perhaps the best account of the multicultural follies that we have had so far."
I Niv id H lett’, Neu lurk Netoido \
tAS 95 at

bookstores now or call 1141111 ’12’t 71 1-t
Ii place your credit card order

I’I’I THE FREE PRESS

SJSU gets swept by Rebels
Dzierski. Ken Henderson lisped a
hit into shallow leittield to score
Chiotellis. hut Ilenderson w as
thrown out by lett fielder Dan
Madsen at first base to end the
game. Ilenderson was jogging
hack to tirst alter taking a wide
turn on his single.
In the series opener. UNLV
withstood two late -inning rally’, to
post a 2-1 win. Chris Martin 17-41
suffered the loss for SJSU. despite

pitching a complete game. Martin
allowed jList two funs on nine hits.
while striking out fin... ’I I Slat
thews canted the win for t NI S,
allowing one run on four hits set
7 1,3 innings of work. Matthews,
3-2, recorded se% en strikeouts
Tagle earned the save. pitching the
final 1 2 .1 innings
The Spartans play host I lay ward
State lotla at 1.91 p m

With two F DA-approved products and many more in
clinical trials, Genentech is a biotechnology company which knows all about growth. And, we’re
always looking for qualified people interested in
career growth within our dynamic organization.

Computer Systems Specialists
Currently, we are seeking Coniputer Systems
Specialists for the following departments:

User Services/
Information Resources
You will provide computer support for users of
Macintosh and Unix systems, with particular focus
on science users. Additionally, you will act as User
Services’ primary support person as well as evaluate
and recommend Macintosh applications that are
relevant to science users. This also involves writing
documentation and conducting end-user classes.
To qualify, you must have a BS in Biology, Biochemistry, Chemistry, or Computer Science and a solid
understanding of the Macintosh and Unix environments. Strong writing and interperional skills are
essential . A background in math/statistics and/01
end-user support is preferred. Dept. MCI tr.

Biostatistics &
Data Management
In this position, you will provide hardware and
operating system support for computer users ii
Medical Affairs. Our Hardware/Operating Sy-J.,’ o
include Macintosh, Unix, VMS and DOS and
primarily involves interaction with users and
virtually no programming.
Requires a BS in Computer Science or equivalent
experience and at least a year of experience in
Macintosh and Ilnix systems. Excellent organiza
tional, interpersonal and communication skills an
essential. Dept. MCGC.
rhir progressive company offers an extensive
benefits package which includes fully paid dental/
medical/vision coverage for you and your dependents, child care facilities, free health club membership and an employee stock purchase plan. For
immediate consideration, please send your resume,
indicating dept. of interest, to Genentech. Inc.,
Human Resources, 460 Point San Bruno Blvd.,
South San Francisco, CA 94080. We promote and
actively support affirmative action and equal
employment opportunity. Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply.

Genentech, Inc.
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The Nissan
Student Loan.
No money down.
No payments for 90 days.

hira Iliqward
Ill

Al\
NISSAN
rein

\111/’
Built for the Human Race:

Apply here.
(.et a new Nissan N X or any other \ issan for no
money down. No payments for 90 days Just fill out this
card and bring it to any participating Nissan Dealer
Name

Age

Signature
Address
( icy
Sthool name

State
irs

kaler signature
1 )valer ship
)calership !matron
Vehicle model purr hasrd
Offer is good from April 1 1991 through Iktember 31 1991
I ’naming sublet t to rredit approval Previous lornmabir milt is not
required however adverse credit may disqualify Offer not valid in
New Jersey limited to humeri drivers 18 years of age and over with
verifiable offers of employment after graduatm Verthable insurante
t overage required
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The new Nissan NX 2000. 140-horsepower engine 0-60 in 77seconde 31
AI&
MPG’ Standard driver’s side air bag. Viscous limited slip differential Extra wide NISSAN
tires. Optional T-Bar roof and ABS brakes. Does that sound fun or what’)
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